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1. Introduction and Background
With the birth of the new international Convention in international transport law, namely
the United Nations Convention on Contract for the International Carriage of Goods
Wholly or Partly by Sea (the Rotterdam Rules) in 2008, alternatives to the carrier’s
mandatory obligations and liabilities introduced by this new Convention have attracted
wide discussion in both academic area and industry practice. Different countries, either
large shipping countries or cargo interest countries, are cautious about their attitudes
towards the Rotterdam Rules as the effect brought by changes of maritime law to their
shipping industries is difficult to predict at this moment. This thesis is going to do a
comparative study of the Nordic Maritime Codes, Chinese Maritime Code and Rotterdam
Rules with respect to the carrier’s mandatory obligations and liabilities imposed thereupon.
The backgrounds for this study are the ambitious goals and controversial future of the
Rotterdam Rules; the significant roles that the Nordic countries and China have played in
international carriage of goods by sea, and the important position of the carrier’s
mandatory obligations and liabilities in this field. Through the comparative study, this
thesis tries to disclose the similarities and differences between these legal regimes, to see
what changes will be brought to the Nordic/Chinese maritime laws and what impact may
be led to their shipping industries if they finally accept the Rotterdam Rules.
1.1 Multimodal Carriage and the Initial Goals of the Rotterdam Rules
There is no need to emphasize the importance of world trade and the convenience brought
by the increasing amount of international transactions to our everyday lives. Goods are
bought, sold and transported among the world. In order to meet commercial needs, people
require convenient transport of goods and the shorter duration, the cheaper price, the better.
As an old and traditional transport method, cargo carriage by sea has for a very long time
been widely used in practice owing to its capacity to move large quantities of goods from
one place to another at a comparably low price. Additionally, due to the containerization
revolution taking place in shipping industry, the capacity of sea carriage is far greater than
other modes of transport such as cargo carriage by road or by air.1 In 2012, according to
the record of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), for
the first time in history that the volume of international trade carried by sea has surpassed 9

1

Donald G. Janelle and Michel Beuthe, ‘Globalization and Research Issues in Transportation’ (1997) 5 (3)
Journal of Transport Geography 199.
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billion tons mark.2 Different kinds of goods have been transported by sea, including raw
materials, agriculture commodities, industrial materials, manufactured goods and consumer
goods.3 However, with the changing demands of the industry, nowadays sea carriage is
seldom used as a sole mode to complete a cargo transport task but only as part of a
multimodal transport operation where different modes of transport are utilized.

4

Accompanying with economic globalization trend, transport distance becomes much
longer and different stages contained in a transportation, such as loading, unloading,
transshipping, and setting up of cargo, are expensive and time-consuming if they are
operated though transport system not designed for multimodal carriage.5 Complex chains
combing different modes of transportation are more reasonable and economic efficient.6
Furthermore, beyond the economic and efficient considerations, in some areas such as
Europe and North America, the increasing cargo transportation by road is pressing the
capacity limits of road networks and causing much environment pollution.7 Multimodal
carriage of goods has been regarded as a wise choice in this context as it can combine
different modes of transport to meet the demands of both economic growth and sustainable
development. 8 However, new legal problems which haven’t been handled by current
working legal instruments have emerged with the development of multimodal carriage.
Certain commercial legislations have been expected to provide clear and predictable
solutions to these problems identified in industry practice.9
The Rotterdam Rules have been produced under this situation. There are three initial goals
of drafting this new born international Convention: to meet the industry’s commercial
needs; to update and modernize the prior legal regimes and fill in some of the gaps that
have been raised in practice over the years; and ultimately to achieve broad uniformity in
the law governing the international carriage of goods. 10 Although haven’t entered into
force yet, as an international Convention which represents the result of almost four years of

2

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), ‘UNCTAD Statistics’ (UNCTAD.org
2014) <http://unctad.org/en/Pages/Statistics.aspx> accessed 14 May 2014.
3
ibid.
4
Jannelle and Beuthe (n 1).
5
ibid.
6
ibid.
7
ibid.
8
Ellen Eftestøl-Wilhelmsson, ‘The Rotterdam Rules in A European Multimodal Context’ (2010) 16 Journal
of International Maritime Law 274.
9
Michael F. Sturley, Tomotaka Fujita and Gertjan van der Ziel, The Rotterdam Rules: the UN Convention on
Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea (London: Sweet & Maxwell
2010) 1.
10
ibid 2-5.
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preparatory work by the Comité Maritime International (the CMI) and eight years of
intensive work by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (the
UNCITRAL) and its Working Group on Transport Law, the Rotterdam Rules have
attracted much attention and definitely worth studying from the academic perspective.11
1.2 Nordic Maritime Codes and Chinese Maritime Code
China is a big sea carriage country, about 70 percent of carriages of goods in China have
been completed by sea transport and the rise in the China’s domestic demand has been one
of the main forces driving the expansion of the international sea borne trade. 12
Additionally, lots of disputes arising from contract for carriage of goods by sea have been
resolved in Chinese maritime courts or arbitration organizations every year. Nordic
countries are also major shipping area among the world and they have been actively
involving in regional and international legislations in this field. Nordic countries are used
to be Contracting States of the International Convention for the Unification of Certain
Rules of Law relating to Bills of Lading (the Hague Rules) and now members of the Hague
Rules as Amended by the Brussels Protocol 1968 (the Hague-Visby Rules). Nordic
Maritime Codes 1994 (the NMCs) are mainly legislated based on the Hague-Visby Rules
with certain alternatives adopted from the United Nations Convention on the Carriage of
Goods by Sea (the Hamburg Rules) providing such differences are not in conflict with the
Hague-Visby Rules. China is not a member of the Hague Rules, Hague-Visby Rules or
Hamburg Rules. But the Chinese Maritime Code 1993 (the CMC) is characterized as
Hague-Visby Rules oriented and also affected by Hamburg Rules to certain degree. It
seems that the NMCs and CMC should be quite similar with each other at the first glance.
Nevertheless, many differences exist in close analysis. A comparative study of the NMCs
and CMC is not only valuable for comparative legal research but also meaningful for the
further development of trade and transport connections between Nordic countries and
China, especially useful for lawyers and businessmen when resolving disputes arising from
this field.
Moreover, although maritime law is probably regarded as one of the legal areas where
international rules and customs are developed earliest and widely accepted, as international

11

Michael F. Sturley, ‘General Principles of Transport Law and the Rotterdam Rules’ in Meltem Deniz
Guner-Özbek (ed.), The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods
Wholly or Partly by Sea: An Appraisal of the ‘Rotterdam Rules’ (Berlin Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag 2011)
65.
12
UNCTAD, ‘UNCTAD Statistics’ (n 2).
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uniform solution hasn’t been reached yet, it is still necessary to study regional solutions.13
Especially in the short term, a disclosure of differences between different legal regimes can
let all participants of sea carriage know what their obligations are and what their liabilities
will be when disputes are resolved in certain countries. As for the long term, a study of
regional solutions is helpful in finding better harmonization method to achieve the goal of
a uniform and predictable law which can further promotes the flow of international trade.14
1.3 The Key Status of the Carrier’s Mandatory Obligations and Liabilities
The terms ‘maritime law’ covers various areas of law, including the law of carriage, safety,
ship pollution, marine accidents, flag and registration, and so on.15 These different contents
are reflected both in the NMCs and CMC and separate Chapters have been provided for
international sea carriage. The Rotterdam Rules, as well as the Hague Rules, Hague-Visby
Rules and Hamburg Rules, only govern legal issues regarding international sea carriage.
Carrier’s mandatory obligations and liabilities are core contents in this area as they are
closely connected with the interests of the shipping industry, the export/import industry
and even the banks financing such transactions.16 For instance, one important purpose of
the Hague Rules is to establish the mandatory minimum liabilities for the sea carrier and
protect cargo interests from extensive exemption clauses existing in liner carriages.17 It is
even said that the entire point of the Hague/Hague-Visby and Hamburg Rules is to
establish the legal regime governing the carrier’s liability for loss of or damage to cargo.18
Although this opinion may be a little bit exaggerate and the Rotterdam Rules have
provided more extensive rules, the key status of the carrier’s obligations and liabilities
haven’t been changed. When evaluating the merits and defects of the Rotterdam Rules, the
alternatives introduced to carrier’s obligations and liabilities are still the focus of
discussions.

13

Lars Gorton, ‘Regional Harmonization of Maritime Law in Scandinavia’ in Jurgen Basedow, Ulrich
Magnus and Rudiger Wolfrum (eds), The Hamburg Lectures on Maritime Affairs 2009 &2010 (Berlin
Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag 2012) 29-50.
14
Sturley, Fujita and Van der Ziel (n 9) 2-5.
15
Thor Falkanger, Hans Jacob Bull and Lasse Brautaset, Scandinavian Maritime Law: the Norwegian
Perspective (3rd edn, Oslo: Universitetsforlaget) 23-25.
16
Jernej Sekolec, ‘Foreword’ in Alexander von Ziegler, Johan Schelin and Stefano Zunarelli (eds.), The
Rotterdam Rules 2008: Commentary to the United Nations Convention on Contract for the International
Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea (Netherlands: Wolters Kluwer 2010) xxii.
17
Hannu Honka, ‘Introduction’ in Hannu Honka (ed.), New Carriage of Goods by Sea: the Nordic Approach
Including Comparisons with Some Other Jurisdictions (Åbo: Åbo Akademi University 1997) 3.
18
Sturley, Fujita and Van der Ziel (n 9) 77.
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1.4 Summary
Based on these backgrounds, the detail contents discussed in this thesis include: (1) the
legislative history and scope of application; (2) period of carrier’s responsibility; (3)
carrier’s obligations; (4) carrier’s liability for physical loss of or damage to the goods; (5)
carrier’s liability for delay in delivery; (6) carrier’s liabilities for deviation, deck cargo and
live animals. Each of the NMCs, CMC and the Rotterdam Rules is respectively discussed
in detail under each part. By comparing the regional solutions and the new international
Convention, at the end of this thesis the possible future of the Rotterdam Rules is discussed
from Nordic and Chinese perspectives of views.

2. Legislative Histories of the Nordic Maritime Codes, Chinese Maritime Code and
the Rotterdam Rules
The origin of legal rules in field of cargo carriage by sea can date back to the old English
common law in 19th century. At that time, although common law itself only provided
limited exceptions to carrier’s liability for loss of or damage to the cargo, due to the abuse
of the principle of ‘freedom of contract’ and the strength of the sea carrier in negotiation,
extensive exemption clauses for the benefit of the sea carrier had been concluded in
carriage contracts.19 In order to achieve a fairer balance between the interests of the carrier
and shipper, compulsorily applicable laws were developed in response to this trend. 20
Carrier started to bear certain minimum mandatory obligations and liabilities according to
law. In national legislation level, the US Hart Act 1893 obtained big achievement in this
area and exercised influence on not only national maritime legislations of other countries
but also international conventions. In international level, there were the Hague Rules,
Hague-Visby Rules, and the Hamburg Rules which are still in force in different
Contracting States today. During the legislative histories of the NMCs, CMC and the
Rotterdam Rules, they have been affected by these international Conventions to vary
degrees.
2.1 Legislative History of the Nordic Maritime Codes and Scope of Application
2.1.1 Legislative History of the NMCs
The words ‘Nordic countries’ are usually used to cover five countries which are Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. But in the term of Nordic Maritime Codes, Iceland
has been excluded as its further geographical distance and less participation in cooperation
19
20

Stephen Girvin, Carriage of Goods by Sea (New York: Oxford University Press Inc. 2007) 14.02, 169-175.
ibid.
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of maritime legislation. 21 Nordic cooperation in legislation exists due to many reasons,
including political, cultural and historical aspects. 22 From the historical perspective,
Sweden was often regarded as a distinct country from the 12th or 13th century onwards and
Finland was a part of Sweden at the very early time.23 During the 14th century there was a
Nordic Union of Denmark, Norway and Sweden with Margarethe as the common queen.24
Later, Norway became a part of Denmark for many years and then lost to Sweden in the
peace negotiations after the Napoleonic wars.25 In 1890 Sweden lost Finland to Russia.26 In
1905 the union between Norway and Sweden ceased and Norway became independent.27
Finland gained its independence from the Soviet Union in 1917, after which the Nordic
political-geographical scene has remained essentially as it is today. 28 All this history means
that, on the one hand, when talking about Nordic Maritime Codes in 17th century, they are
really Danish and Swedish.29 And on the other hand, this background is the resource that
Nordic countries have had close common legal tradition in some aspects, especially in
private law area.30 Although nowadays the opinion of a common Nordic legal system is
debated and sometimes challenged, in the field of maritime law, there is still a high degree
of harmonization not only in legislations but also in case law and in the legal doctrine.31 In
some cases the judges from one Nordic country will even consider judgments or reasoning
given by courts of other Nordic countries concerning similar disputes.32
From the perspective of maritime legislative history, the Swedish Maritime Code was
published in 1667 and strongly influenced by the Dutch, Lubeck and Danish law.33 Danish
Maritime Code was produced in 1561 and a new maritime code was enacted and contained
in the Code of Christian V in 1683.34 Although departed dramatically with present MNCs,
both of these two legislations had already established stipulations on carriage of goods and
21

Hannu Honka, ‘New Carriage of Goods by Sea - the Nordic Approach’ in Hannu Honka (ed.), New
Carriage of Goods by Sea: the Nordic Approach Including Comparisons with Some Other Jurisdictions
(Åbo: Åbo Akademi University 1997) 15.
22
ibid.
23
Gorton, ‘Regional Harmonization of Maritime Law in Scandinavia’ (n 13) 33.
24
ibid.
25
ibid.
26
ibid.
27
ibid.
28
ibid.
29
ibid.
30
ibid 34-36.
31
Lars Gorton, ‘Nordic Law in Early 21st Century – Maritime Law’ (2010) Stockholm Institute for
Scandinavian Law 1957-2010, 104-115.
32
ibid 108-115.
33
ibid 105.
34
ibid.
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in the Swedish Maritime Code the liability of sea carrier was strict except for force
majeure event.35
When it comes to the end of 19th and the beginning of 20th century, the Swedish Maritime
Code of 1891 replaced the code from 1864, Denmark had its Maritime Code of 1892,
Norwegian Maritime Code was produced in 1893 and Finland had its Maritime Code in
1873 and introduced a new one in 1939.36 These legislations were similar although not
identical.37 All of them established the carrier’s strict liability and entitled the carrier with
the right to limit his liability.38
At the same time of early 20th century, the amount of international conventions increased.
Both Hague/Hague-Visby Rules and Hamburg Rules had promoting impact on the
development of the Nordic Maritime Codes. Started with the Hague Rules, close
cooperation had existed between Nordic countries not only in preparatory work of this
Convention with the CMI, but also in transformation of this Convention into national
laws.39 There were different approaches that a Signatory State could bring an international
convention into force within the country.40 The convention could become legally binding
in the Signatory States by being enacted the convention text as a statute; or the state could
incorporate the convention’s principles in national legislations.41 Nordic countries chose
the first route to make the Hague Rules applicable. 42 Thus about ten years after the
production of the Hague Rules, this Convention came into force in Sweden in 1936, in
Demark in 1937, in Norway in 1938 and in Finland in 1939.43 It was not amalgamated into
the existing articles of the Nordic Maritime Codes at that time, instead it became a separate
new legislation and the previous Nordic Maritime Codes from the 1890’s were still
working in carriage between Nordic countries.44 This is to say, there was a ‘dual track’
system existing in Nordic countries, with the peculiar feature that the protection which the

35

ibid.
Honka, ‘New Carriage of Goods by Sea - the Nordic Approach’ (n 21) 15.
37
Gorton, ‘Nordic Law in Early 21st Century – Maritime Law’ (n 31) 108-115.
38
ibid.
39
ibid.
40
Falkanger, Bull and Brautaset (n 15) 278-279.
41
ibid.
42
ibid.
43
Honka, ‘New Carriage of Goods by Sea - the Nordic Approach’ (n 21) 15-18.
44
ibid.
36
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carrier obtained automatically in international trade, was dependent upon an express
contractual term in national trade.45
When the Visby Protocol was produced, the Nordic countries ratified the 1968 Visby
Protocol in their national legislation in early 1970’s except for Finland, who ratified it only
in 1985.46 However, all of them implemented the Hague-Visby rules at about the same
time.47 The Nordic countries incorporated the Hague-Visby Rules into their national laws
via the second approach mentioned above. 48 The 1979 Protocol concerning units of
account was implemented in Nordic countries as well.49 A two-tier liability system was
applied for several years.50 The Nordic countries applied both the Hague Rules and HagueVisby Rules in accordance with specified stipulations on application until 1985 when the
Hague Rules were denounced and the Hague-Visby Rules were solely applicable
afterwards.51
The underlying motivation for producing the new Nordic Maritime Codes 1994 was the
birth of the Hamburg Rules. When there was an increasing dissatisfaction with the existing
liability rules established by the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules and amounts of liability grew
in a number of countries, Nordic delegations actively took a part in working within the
UNICITRAL to produce a new international legal instrument to address new arising
problems.52 Within the Nordic area, in the late 1980’s common efforts were undertaken to
create a new maritime code. 53 Nordic governments issued instructions to their national
maritime law committees to prepare new maritime legislations regarding carriage of goods
by sea. 54 As at that time, the future of the Hamburg Rules was not quite clear, it was
difficult to predict which country would join this Convention or even whether Nordic
countries themselves would eventually join this Convention, they had to face the situation
that, as the substantive, procedural and technical weaknesses of the Hague-Visby Rules
became obvious, how the new Nordic Maritime Code could relate to the Hamburg Rules as
far as possible without derogating from the Hague-Visby Rules.55 The solution was that the
45

Falkanger, Bull and Brautaset (n 15) 278.
Honka, ‘New Carriage of Goods by Sea - the Nordic Approach’ (n 21) 16.
47
ibid.
48
Falkanger, Bull and Brautaset (n 15) 278.
49
ibid.
50
Honka, ‘New Carriage of Goods by Sea - the Nordic Approach’ (n 21) 15.
51
ibid.
52
Gorton, ‘Regional Harmonization of Maritime Law in Scandinavia’ (n 13) 38-40.
53
ibid.
54
Honka, ‘New Carriage of Goods by Sea - the Nordic Approach’ (n 21) 16.
55
Falkanger, Bull and Brautaset (n 15) 281.
46
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Nordic countries remained to be the member of the Hague-Visby Rules, and to the extent
that the Hamburg Rules were not in conflict with Hague-Visby Rules, those provisions of
Hamburg Rules had been implemented into Nordic national laws.56 The result was the new
Nordic Maritime Codes issued in 1994 and became into force in the same year. In many
parts no significant amendments were made in the new Nordic Maritime Codes, but
Chapters 13 (general cargo) and Chapter 14 (charting) were new and meant substantial
changes as compared to previous Maritime Codes.57 This approach of solution to avoid
possible conflicts between the Hague-Visby Rules and Hamburg Rules was not unfamiliar
with the Nordic countries because as early as the Hague-Visby Rules were implemented in
Nordic countries, several amendments had already been made as long as they did not
violate the obligation as being states parties to the Convention. Furthermore, on some
aspects, alternatives introduced by the Hamburg Rules were actually original and adopted
from Nordic maritime laws.
In Nordic Maritime Codes 1994, Finland and Sweden use the same technical system which
runs sections within each chapter, and Denmark and Norway have a continuous section
throughout the whole codes.58 Thus there are actually only two technical systems, namely
the Finland-Sweden system and Norway-Denmark system. 59 I will refer to the article
number of Finnish Maritime Code (F) and Norwegian Maritime Code (N) in this thesis. In
order to distinguish the new Nordic Maritime Codes 1994 with the previous ones, in this
thesis I generally use NMCs to represent the new Nordic Maritime Codes 1994 and terms
such as ‘old NMCs’ or ‘previous NMCs’ are used to refer to previous Nordic Maritime
Codes.
2.1.2 Scope of Application of the NMCs
Among all provisions provided by the NMCs regarding maritime related legal issues,
Chapter 13 specifically applies to contract of carriage by sea except for carriage contract
concluded in charter party.60 But if bill of lading has been issued under charter party, the
third party holder of such bill of lading is protected by the mandatory rules of this
Chapter.61 There are no formal requirements of the contracts and any formation can be

56

ibid.
Gorton, ‘Regional Harmonization of Maritime Law in Scandinavia’ (n 13) 40.
58
ibid 30-31.
59
Honka, ‘New Carriage of Goods by Sea - the Nordic Approach’ (n 21) 16.
60
F§13:2, N§252; F§13:3, N§253.
61
F§13:3, N§253.
57
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sufficient for the application of the NMCs.62 For example, only a receipt of the goods by
the carrier may be regarded as a contract to apply the mandatory rules provided by the
NMCs. 63 Bill of lading or other similar document of title is evidence of the carriage
contract but not necessary for application.64 However, the carriage contract needs to have
certain connection with Nordic countries or other contracting countries of the Hague-Visby
Rules. On this aspect the NMCs apply to three situations. Firstly, the NMCs apply to intraNordic cargo transport. NMCs are applicable to contracts of carriage by sea between
Finland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden.65 And in respect of transport of goods inside one
of the Nordic countries, the law of that country shall apply.66 Secondly, NMCs shall apply
if: the agreed port of loading is located in a Contracting State of the Hague-Visby Rules; or
the agreed port of discharge is located in a Nordic country; or one of the optional ports of
discharge provided for in the contract of carriage by sea is the actual port of discharge and
such port is located in one of the Nordic countries; or the transport document has been
issued in a Contracting State of the Hague-Visby Rules; or the transport document
provides that the Hague-Visby Rules or any legislation based on this Convention shall
apply.67 Thirdly, when neither the agreed place of loading nor the agreed or actual place of
delivery is in one of these four Nordic countries, the party may agree that the contract of
carriage by sea shall be subject to the law of a Convention State.68 Although not expressly
provided, it should be presumed that this third situation only applies to cases which would
otherwise be subject to the second situation.69 Thus generally speaking, Chapter 13 of the
NMCs applies to all international sea carriage with a Nordic link, such as within, to or
from Nordic countries.70 When the sea carriage is not connected with any Nordic country,
Chapter 13 of the NMCs may still apply but the parties can otherwise agree to apply the
law of another Hague-Visby Rules country.71
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2.2 Legislative History of the CMC and Scope of Application
2.2.1 Legislative History of the CMC
Historically, China had always been a big seafaring country. 72 As early as the Tang
Dynasty (618-907 AD) 73 to Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) 74 , China was renowned for its
seaborne trade and advanced techniques in ship building industry. 75 However, Chinese
maritime legislations developed quite late, mainly for that in history Chinese legislations
concentrated much more on criminal law rather than commercial law. Drafting Chinese
maritime law was more like a process of transplanting other countries’ maritime
legislations and existing international conventions rather than developing its own maritime
rules. 76 In ancient times, mainly due to the geographical barriers, China’s commercial
communication with other countries was far less than that of today. For a very long time
China had depended on its self-sufficient natural economy. Only started from the Opium
War in the late Qing Dynasty (1644 – 1912)77, China was forced to open its market to the
world, the capitalist economy mode deeply impacted Chinese traditional natural economy
mode and played a stimulating role on Chinese commercial and industrial business.78. In
the meanwhile, a broad and deep legal transplant from western countries took place in
China and the concepts of commercial law and maritime law had been introduced during
that time.79 Started from then, modern Chinese maritime legislations began to develop.80
The Qing Imperial Business Law, which means ‘Commercial law of the Qing Dynasty
authorized by the emperor’, was the first independent commercial legislation in Chinese
legal history in which a compile of Ship Act was provided to specifically regulate maritime
related issues. 81 This Ship Act contained 263 articles, most of which were transplanted
from Japanese law and German law.82 Its content included the relationship between the
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ship and crew, ship contract, general average, and salvage at sea, etc.83 This was the first
time that the concept of maritime law had been adopted by Chinese law, and it was the
start and basis of modern Chinese maritime legislation.84 However, as the draft of Qing
Imperial Business Law was purely an adoption of foreign laws, it was regarded as
dramatically departed from the objective commercial reality and with little value in
practice thus finally couldn’t enter into force.85
The Revolution of 1911 led to the collapse of the Qing Dynasty and the end of the feudal
society in Chinese history. 86 Then the Republic of China had been established. On 18th
November, 1926, the Beiyang government published the Seagoing Ship Act, the content of
which had mostly followed the previous draft of Ship Act.87 However, during that time
Chinese civil wars frequently broke out and political power changed, this Act couldn’t
enter into force as well.88 In 1929, Nanjing government began to draft the Maritime Code
of the Republic of China.89 Compared to previous Ship Act, except for keeping the rules
transplanted from German and Japanese laws, in order to set up a more comprehensive
structure and content, this code also adopted maritime related rules from common case law
and international instruments.90 This Maritime Code of the Republic of China successfully
entered into force on 1st January 1933 and it was the first Chinese maritime legislation
which could enter into force.91 However, as China’s objective economic situation had also
been ignored by this legislation, and due to the strong rejection from the Shanghai
Commercial Association, it couldn’t work as expected in practice.92
After the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, all the legislations of the
Republic of China had been abolished, including the Maritime Code. Drafting a Chinese
Maritime Code under the new government started with the prosperity of sea carriage
industry in new China.93 However, the legislative process was not as smooth as expected.
The whole legislative process can be separated into four stages before the final publication
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of the CMC.94 First stage started from 1951 to 1963. In 1951, a professional group was
formed as ‘People's Republic of China Maritime Law Drafting Group’ and initially
undertook the task to draft a new Chinese Maritime Code.95 They worked on this drafting
project for about ten years and produced totally nine drafts until 1963. 96 Second stage
started from 1964 to 1980, when the drafting work was interrupted because of the Culture
Revolution. 97 The third stage was the restart of drafting work from 1981. The project
continued and was in charged by the Ministry of Transportation under the Chinese State
Council.98 Four years later, the fifteenth draft was produced in 1985, after then the drafting
process was hindered again due to a dramatically personnel changes of Chinese State
Council.99 The last legislative stage began in 1989, and after some modifications made to
previous drafts, the twenty-ninth draft was approved by the State Council and adopted by
the Standing Committee of the Seventh National Peoples’ Congress (the Chinese
legislative authority) at their 28th Meeting on 7th November, 1992. 100 Then the current
Chinese Maritime Code entered into force on 1st July, 1993. This CMC, compared with
previous Chinese maritime legislations, was not only drafted based on existing foreign
maritime laws and international conventions but also more practice oriented. During the
legislative progress, several drafting meetings were organized in which experts from
shipping industry were invited to attend.101 Their opinions had been largely respected and
accepted by the drafting committees.102
Nevertheless, that is not to say China didn’t have any legal instrument which could govern
shipping or maritime related affairs before the enforcement of the CMC. Since the
establishment of the People’s Republic of China, there were a number of rules and
regulations working in this field. 103 For example, the Regulations for the Carriage of
Goods by Water 1972, the Economic Contract Law 1981, and the Marine Environment
Protection Law 1982, etc. 104 These rules and regulations, however, were inadequate to
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meet the increasing demand of a sound system of maritime law.105 The CMC was a big
achievement in this context and today it is the most important Chinese legislation
regulating legal issues concerning international sea carriage.
There is also another legal instrument which can be applicable to international contract for
carriage of goods by sea, namely the Contract of the people’s Republic of China’ (Chinese
Contract Law). 106 It started to regulate contract related legal issues from 1999. 107 The
relationship between the Chinese Contract Law and the CMC is common law and special
law.108 This means that in respect to legal issues which are governed by both the CMC and
Chinese Contract Law, the rules provided by the CMC should prevail apply. As for some
basic principles of contract law and other issues which are not covered by the CMC, the
Chinese Contract Law is supplementary applicable. For instance, when the implications of
certain contract terms are unclear, the principles for explanation of contract provided by
the Chinese Contract Law should be followed because the CMC does not provide rules on
this aspect. Thus in practice, the Chinese Contract Law and CMC usually work
collaboratively with each other in resolving disputes regarding carriage contract.
China is neither a Contracting State of the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules nor the Hamburg
Rules. However, it can be seen from the historical story that when drafting the CMC,
China actually didn’t have much successful legislative experience in this field. During the
drafting process, a basic principle of ‘with certain reference to international conventions’
was introduced.109 Following this policy, the result is that large parts of the CMC have
been substantively based on international conventions and shipping practices. The CMC is
essentially Hague-Visby Rules orientated and with some Hamburg Rules alternatives.
2.2.2 Scope of Application of the CMC
Maritime transport of goods under the CMC means carriage of goods by sea, including
sea-river and river-sea direct transport.110 Chapter IV specifically applies to international
carriage of goods rather than transport of goods between the ports of the People’s Republic
of China.111 Some kind of similar with certain Nordic countries (for example, Norway:
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N§276 last paragraph provides that ‘the present Section does not apply to contracts for
carriage by sea in domestic trade in Norway’.), China has a ‘dual track’ system applying to
carrier’s mandatory liabilities in international sea carriage and domestic coastal or inland
water cargo carriage. 112 For domestic transport of goods, other legislations, such as the
Rules Regarding Transport of Goods by Domestic Waterway 2001, the Chinese Contract
Law and Chinese Civil Code are respectively applicable for different situations. 113 Under
domestic situation, the basis of the carrier’s liability is strict, which means that except for
force majeure, the reason of the goods itself, and the fault of the shipper or consignee, the
carrier should be liable for the loss of or damage to the goods. 114 No other similar
exceptions as provided in Chapter IV are available for domestic transport operators. And
the main transport document used in domestic transport is sea waybill. 115 However, in
international sea carriage, the basis of the carrier’s liability is fault, a list of exception
situations is provided and bill of lading is the dominant document. This ‘dual track’ system
exists largely because when drafting the CMC, although it was accepted that rules applying
for international sea carriage should be mostly in line with the fault based liability system
established by international legislations, as in domestic transportation strict liability is
provided for other modes of cargo transport, it was regarded as necessary to retain a
separate strict liability system for domestic sea/water transport to keep the consistence of
the liability system in domestic transport of goods.116 For history reasons, Chapter IV is
applicable for contract for carriage of goods by sea between the mainland China and Hong
Kong or Macao.117
‘Contract of carriage of goods by sea’ is defined as ‘a contract under which the carrier,
against payment of freight, undertakes to carry by sea the goods contracted for shipment by
the shipper from one port to another’. 118 There are three kinds of contracts of carriage
regulated by Chapter IV: contract of carriage evidencing by bill of lading or other similar
document of title in liner trade; contract of voyage charter; and multimodal transport
contract. The latter two types of contracts are regulated respectively by the Section 7 and
Section 8 of the Chapter IV, under which separate definitions and specific rules are
provided. Thus provisions provided by Section 1 to Section 6 of this Chapter are generally
112
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only mandatory applicable for the first type of contract. For voyage charter, provisions
concerning carrier’s obligations of seaworthiness and direct route are mandatory applicable
to the ship owner while other provisions under the Section 1 to Section 6 regarding the
rights and obligations of the contracting parties apply to the ship owner and the charterer
only in the absence of relevant provisions or in the absence of different provisions
provided by Section 7 as for the voyage charter.119
Multimodal transport contract under Section 8 is ‘a contract under which the multimodal
transport operator undertakes to transport the goods, against the payment of freight for the
entire transport, from the place where the goods were received in his charge to the
destination and to deliver them to the consignee by two or more different modes of
transport, one of which being sea carriage’.120 Multimodal transport operator (MTO) is ‘the
person who has entered into a multimodal transport contract with the shipper either by
himself or by another person acting on his behalf’.121 These concepts have been adopted by
the CMC from the United Nations Convention on International Multimodal Transport of
Goods 1980. 122 This Convention was held at Geneva in 1980 and was signed by 67
Convention States including China.123 However, it has not become into force yet due to the
lack of enough ratification.124 Especially after the produce of the Rotterdam Rules, it is
more likely that this Convention will never have a chance to enter into force in the future.
Section 8 of the Chapter IV only provides rules concerning the period of the MTO’s
responsibility, the relationship between the Chapter IV and other legal instruments in
multimodal carriage, but not provides substantive rules concerning MTO’s obligations and
liabilities. If the occurrence of loss or damage cannot be localized to a specific section of
transport or can be located in the sea carriage part, the liabilities of the MTO will be
decided according to the stipulations set out in other Sections of the Chapter IV.125 As
China provides different rules for domestic water/sea carriage and international sea
carriage, they are treated as different modes of carriage accordingly provisions for
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multimodal transport contract can apply to carriage which combines domestic water/sea
transport of goods and international sea carriage.126
2.3 The Drafting Process of the Rotterdam Rules and Scope of Application
2.3.1 Drafting Process of the Rotterdam Rules
The first successful international Convention in the field of cargo carriage by sea was the
Hague Rules which provided a comparably uniform legal regime that governed a large
majority of international shipments by the late 1930s.127 However, although it had been
wide-spread accepted, with the development of the industrial technology, the uniformity
and success brought by the Hague Rules began to break down.128 The CMI sponsored the
first post-Hague efforts to address new arising problems in the late 1950’s and after several
meetings the Visby Amendments were produced in 1968.129 Later on, in response to the
change that gold standard was replaced by the Special Drawing Right (SDR) as ‘unit of
account’ by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), in 1977 the CMI appointed an
International Sub-committee to prepare draft protocols to replace limitation provisions.130
The draft was adopted by a diplomatic conference in 1979. 131 Then the SDR Protocol
changed the Hague-Visby limitation by using SDR as ‘unit of account’. The Hague Rules
as amended by the Visby Protocol and the following SDR Protocol became the dominant
legal regime for the carriage of goods by sea in the following years. 132 Nevertheless, the
industry never stopped changing with times. For instance, during the 1960’s cargo started
to be directly taken on and off the ship without the need to handle them separately during
these phases.133 In liner shipping industry the bill of lading had commercially lost much of
its previous status and other documents and electronic data interchange had shown their
commercial strengths. 134 With the effect of inflation, cargo interests gradually felt
unsatisfied with the amount of limitation provided for the carrier’s liability. The
Hague/Hague-Visby Rules were inevitably in need of reform. A decade after the HagueVisby Rules, a new international convention, which is usually called the Hamburg Rules
today, was produced as an alternative to the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules.135 The effort to
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draft the new Convention was initiated by the United Nations in 1968, when the UNCTAD
requested its Committee on Shipping to create a Working Group on international shipping
legislation. 136 This task was shifted to the UNCITRAL in 1971 and the final text was
approved in 1978.137 Although over 30 countries ultimately ratified the Hamburg Rules, as
they never accepted sufficient support from major commercial countries, the Hamburg
Rules had not been regarded as a really successful Convention in this field and been
criticized as a legal instrument which was more about achieving political goals rather than
meeting commercial needs.138
No matter which Convention, the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules or the Hamburg Rules would
probably be the prevailing legal regime in the field of international sea carriage, when it
comes to 21st century, the container revolution, the widely use of electronic documents and
increasing amount of door-to-door carriages caused new problems to shipping industry.
The international community recognized that these previous international legal instruments
couldn’t meet contemporary requirements any more. In its Conference in Paris 1990, The
CMI decided to place the subject of producing a more substantial revision of the HagueVisby Rules on its agenda and took further efforts on it in the following years. 139 The
UNCITRAL at its twenty-ninth session in 1996 also considered a proposal to include a
review of current practices and laws in the area of international carriage of goods by sea in
its working programme.140 This proposal raised the purpose to achieve greater uniformity
of law in this field.141 Later on, the President and past President of the CMI paid a visit to
the Secretary of UNCITRAL with a view to ‘explore the feasibility of a joint initiative for
the purpose of creating a new uniform legislation which could replace both the HagueVisby Rules and Hamburg Rules’.142 This meeting was very successful and marked the
start of the cooperation between the CMI and UNCITRAL in international maritime
legislation.143 Following the meeting, the Executive Council of the CMI created an ad hoc
International Sub-Committee and sent delegates to the forthcoming session of
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UNCITRAL.144 In the meanwhile when the CMI actively participated in the sessions of
UNCITRAL in 2000, six sessions of the International Sub-Committee took place and a
Draft Instrument had been produced and sent to the UNCITRAL Secretariat in 2001.145
After considering a report from the Secretary General based on the work of the CMI,
UNCITRAL decided to create a Working Group on Transport Law to undertake the task of
reviewing the Draft Instrument prepared by the CMI.146 The Working Group on Transport
Law, devoted thirteen sessions to the preparation of the Draft Convention, during which
three readings of the draft had taken place and four subsequent drafts had been prepared. 147
The Rotterdam Rules were ultimately produced in 2008 and the formal signing ceremony
in Rotterdam took place in 2009. 148 Sixteen countries signed the Convention on 23rd
September 2009 in the ceremony and 25 countries have signed it until now.149 Denmark
and Norway have signed it among Nordic countries, and for Asian area China is still in
consideration.150 Only two countries, namely the Spain and Togo, have ratified it.151 As the
Rotterdam Rules themselves require that they will only enter into force when
approximately one year after 20 countries has ratified it, they are still waiting for more
acceptations and ratifications. 152
2.3.2 Scope of Application of the Rotterdam Rules
The Rotterdam Rules apply to contract for carriage of goods by sea in which ‘the place of
receipt and the place of delivery are in different States, and the port of loading of a sea
carriage and the port of discharge of the same sea carriage are in different States’.153 There
is a ‘double international connection’ requirement as the terms used between the phrases
‘places of receipt and places of delivery’ of the carriage and ‘port of loading and port of
discharge in the same sea carriage’ is ‘and’, which means that both the whole carriage and
the partly sea carriage included in must be international. Additionally, in order to apply the
Rotterdam Rules, any one or more of these places need to be located in a Contracting
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State.154 Nationality of the vessel or any of the parties to the transaction is irrelevant to the
application of the Rotterdam Rules.
The concept of ‘contract of carriage’ under the Rotterdam Rules is ‘a contract in which a
carrier, against the payment of freight, undertakes to carry goods from one place to
another’.155 The contract shall provide for carriage by sea and may provide for carriage by
other modes of transport in addition to the sea carriage’. 156 This is to say that the
Rotterdam Rules is a ‘maritime-plus’ international Convention which can apply to
international carriage of goods with a sea leg. Generally, charter parties are excluded by
the Rotterdam Rules. Charter parties existing in liner transportation and other contracts for
the use of a ship or any space are excluded as well. 157 However, the Rotterdam Rules
recognize and apply to situations in charter party when there is no charter party or other
contract between the parties for use of a ship or of any space of the ship and a transport
document or an electronic transport record is issued.158
Because of the multimodal characteristic of the Rotterdam Rules, their scope of application
issue is complicated. As the main focus of this thesis is the carrier’s obligations and
liabilities, scope of application is not discussed in detail here. The relationship between the
Rotterdam Rules and other legal instruments in multimodal carriage will be discussed later
in part 3.3.2.
2.4 Sub-Conclusion
It can be seen from the legislative histories that, the changing demands of the shipping
industry, the requirements of further harmonization and modernization of law are main
motivate reasons for updating and producing new international instruments. Rules
established by different legislations have reflected the industry requirements and legislative
interests at their time. The historical developments of these legal regimes disclose the paths
how the NMCs, CMC and the Rotterdam Rules have been drafted and developed, and how
the diversities existing between different legal regimes are formed. As for their scopes of
application, both NMCs and CMC provide separate Chapters for international carriage of
goods by sea. There is possibility that in an international sea carriage case both the NMCs
and CMC may be the governing law, for example in contract for carriage of goods by sea
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between a Nordic country and China. And if the Rotterdam Rules enter into force but not
implemented in Nordic/Chinese maritime laws, there may also be choice of law problem
existing in carriage of goods by sea between a Nordic country/China and a Contracting
State of the Rotterdam Rules.

3. Carrier’s Period of Responsibility
The function of the carrier’s period of responsibility is: the rules concerning carrier’s
obligations, liabilities, exemptions and limits of liabilities are mandatory applicable if the
loss of or damage to the goods is occurred during the carrier’s period of responsibility.159
Period of responsibility is different with scope of application issue. The latter one deals
with the question that whether certain types of sea carriage can be governed by certain
legislation. Once the answer is affirmative, it comes to the period of responsibly issue that
in accordance with this legislation, for what part of the carriage the carrier is mandatory
responsible. The NMCs following the Hamburg Rules provide a port-to-port period of
responsibility as it is regarded as not in conflict with the Hague-Visby Rules under which
only a tackle-to-tackle period has been covered. 160 The CMC distinguishes different
periods of responsibility regarding container carriage, non-container carriage and
multimodal carriage with a sea leg. 161 The Rotterdam Rules, in order to meet the
requirement of modern industry practice, establish a door-to-door period of
responsibility.162
3.1 Nordic Maritime Codes
Although the carrier’s period of responsibility under the Hague-Visby Rules is only tackleto-tackle, according to the NMCs, the carrier is responsible for the goods while he is in
charge of them at the port of loading, during the carriage and delivery them at the port of
discharge.163 Actually even before the port-to-port period of responsibility established by
the Hamburg Rules has been adopted by the NMCs 1994, the Hague-Visby Rules was not
interpreted by the exact words and the carrier’s responsibility was not strictly limited to a
tackle-to-tackle period in Nordic countries.164 There were cases indicated that the carrier
clearly had a mandatory duty to take reasonable steps to protect the goods at the port of
159
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discharge even when the goods were not located on board any more.165 And the end of
physical discharge was not to terminate the duty of the carrier for the goods, only when the
carrier ‘lost the control to the goods’ his period of liability ended.166 Thus although the new
NMCs extend the carrier’s responsibility to a port-to-port period, the carrier’s situation is
not substantively altered compared with the old NMCs. Additionally, the difference with
Hague-Visby Rules may decrease if the contracting parties choose to define the period
when the carrier is deemed to be in control of the goods.167 From the Nordic perspective of
view, because there is a non-mandatory provision provides that the actual shipper shall
deliver the goods and the consignee shall receive the goods at the place indicated by the
carrier, and as the mandatory rule regarding the carrier’s period of responsibility requires
that the carrier should be in charge of the goods, it is possible for the carrier to decrease his
liabilities by defining his duties as to when he takes the goods in his charge and when the
goods are no longer being in his charge.168 However, not every such definition is valid and
the factual ‘in charge of the goods’ cannot be transformed merely by the agreement of the
parties. 169 For instance, if the goods are placed in the carrier’s terminal at the port of
loading, it cannot be agreed in advance that such goods are not treated as ‘being in charge
of the carrier’.170
3.2 Chinese Maritime Code
3.2.1 Period of Carrier’s Responsibility
According to the CMC, three different situations are distinguished as for the carrier’s
period of responsibility, two of which are applicable for pure sea carriage and the other one
regulates multimodal carriage with a sea leg. In pure sea carriage, the carrier’s
responsibility with regard to the goods carried in containers, no matter the containers are
provided by the carrier or shipper, covers a port-to-port period, starts from the time ‘the
carrier has taken over the goods at the port of loading, until the goods have been delivered
at the port of discharge’. 171 The carrier’ period of responsibility with respect to non-
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containerized goods in pure sea carriage is tackle-to-tackle during which the carrier is in
charge of the goods, ‘starting from the time of loading of the goods onto the ship until the
time the goods are discharged therefrom’.172 The contracting parties are free to agree on
the carrier’s obligations and liabilities for the period before loading and after discharge
providing such agreement is made in accordance with Chinese Contract Law.173 Besides, a
door-to-door period of responsibility has been established for multimodal transport of
goods with a sea leg. The MTO’s period of responsibility starts from the time when he
takes the goods in his charge to the time of delivery.174 Here is a slight legislative defect
existing in the CMC. 175 As said earlier in part 2.2.2, the CMC describes ‘contract of
carriage’ as a contract under which the carrier undertakes to carry the goods contracted for
shipment by the shipper from ‘one port to another’. 176 But it only imposes a tackle-totackle period of responsibility for the carrier in non-container carriage. The area before
loading and after discharge is left to the agreement between the parties and application of
other laws.177 This defect may impede the intended protection to cargo interests in noncontainer carriage as stipulations provided by the CMC as regard to carrier’s obligations
and liabilities are not compulsorily applicable.178
3.2.2 Multimodal Transport Contract
In multimodal transport contract, the MTO is responsible for a door-to-door period of
carriage, but applicable laws or regulations for his liabilities are decided upon whether the
occurrence of loss or damage can be located and in which part of the carriage it can be
located. If the cause of the loss or damage could be located in a certain section of the
whole transport, the provision of the relevant laws and regulations governing that specific
section shall apply. 179 If the section of transport in which the loss of or damage to the
goods occurs could not be ascertained, the MTO’s liability for such loss or damage shall be
decided in accordance with the stipulations regarding the carrier’s liabilities and limits of
liabilities set out in Chapter IV, Section 1 to Section6.180 That is to say, the CMC provides
a ‘limited network application system’ or also called ‘modified network application
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system’.181 It doesn’t like the ‘pure unified system’ under which the carrier’s liability is
regulated by Chapter IV no matter whether occurrence of the loss or damage can be
identified to certain section of the transport; 182 neither does it like the ‘pure network
system’ according to which the relevant laws and regulations can govern the specific
section of the transport but no other provisions are available for non-localized loss or
damage.183 Under the ‘limited network system’, when the happening of the loss or damage
can be identified to certain section of the transport, relevant laws or regulations regulating
that section of transport will apply; otherwise the provision of Chapter IV will apply to fill
the vacuum if the place where the loss or damage happens cannot be identified. However,
when the occurrence of the loss or damage is located in a section of transport other than
sea, stipulations of other relevant laws or regulations can be applicable only if they are
governing the carrier’s liabilities and limitations of liabilities issues. 184 Other rules
provided by the CMC are still applicable and don’t give priority to other legal instruments.
3.3 The Rotterdam Rules
3.3.1 Period of Carrier’s Responsibility
In modern industry, it is common for the carrier to assume responsible for an entire
transport from the place of the original shipment to the final destination. 185 It will be
artificial to separate the whole carriage into several parts which are governed by different
legal regimes. 186 A single coherent responsibility rule that covers the entire period of
transport is more logical from legal perspective and more efficient from practical
perspective. 187 Thus the Rotterdam Rules, in order to meet the requirements of current
industry practice, set up a door-to-door period of responsibility which begins when the
carrier or a performing party receives the goods for carriage and ends when the goods are
delivered.188 However, this period is not necessary to be door-to-door. It is closely tied to
the contract of carriage concluded between the carrier and shipper. 189 The contracting
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parties are free to agree on the time of the carrier’s responsibility.190 Under a port-to-port
contract, the carrier’s period of responsibility is only port-to-port while if the carrier
contracts to provide a door-to-door carriage, his period of liability runs from door-todoor.191 As the Rotterdam Rules describe the ‘contract of carriage’ as a contract in which a
carrier undertakes to carry goods from ‘one place to another’ rather than ‘from one port to
another’ as provided by the CMC, no matter what period of responsibility has been agreed,
the provisions under the Rotterdam Rules can be in consistent with each other. However,
the Convention also sets up limit to this freedom of contract, which requires that the parties
may not agree on a ‘time of receipt’ subsequent to the beginning of their initial loading
under the contract of carriage and the ‘time of delivery’ cannot prior to the completion of
their final unloading under the contract of carriage. 192 This means that in a pure sea
carriage, the shortest period of responsibility which can be agreed on by the parties is
tackle-to-tackle. And in a multimodal carriage of goods with sea leg, the carrier must be at
least responsible for the period when the goods are loaded on to the ship for the first
voyage until the goods are discharged from the last voyage, not matter how many kinds of
other transportations have been employed between. Furthermore, the Rotterdam Rules
provide rules addressing the special situation when local law or regulations require the
goods to be handed over to an authority or other third party.193 In these cases the period of
carrier’s responsibility begins when the carrier collects the goods from the authority or
other third party and ends when the carrier hands the goods over to the authority or other
third party.194
3.3.2 Multimodal Carriage with Sea Leg
Because of their extension to door-to-door carriage, there are inevitable conflicts between
the Rotterdam Rules and legislations governing other modes of cargo transportation. The
Rotterdam Rules provide two articles dealing with their relationships in multimodal
carriage. Firstly, Article 26 stipulates that when the occurrence of loss, damage or delay in
delivery can be located and completely takes place outside the sea carriage part, the
Rotterdam Rules may concede their effect to other international instrument, providing
three conditions can be satisfied: (a) if the shipper had made a separate and direct contract
with the carrier in respect of this particular stage of carriage, such international instrument
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would be applicable (a ‘hypothetical contract’ approach) 195 ; (b) such international
instrument provides provisions specifically for the carrier’s liabilities, limitations of
liabilities, or time for suit; and (c) the provisions on the carrier’s liabilities, limitations of
liabilities or time for suit under such international instrument are mandatory and cannot be
departed from by contract either at all or to the detriment of the shipper.196 The term ‘other
international instruments’ includes not only other international Conventions but also
regulations of regional organizations such as EU regulations.197 However, possibility to
apply national laws is excluded by this article.198 This exclusion has been criticized by
some countries in which only national laws are available for domestic rail or road
transportation. 199 In accordance with Article 26, the Rotterdam Rules may mandatorily
apply to domestic rail or road transportation instead of national laws.200 This solution may
lead to conflicts of law and the harmonization of liability system established within
domestic cargo carriage may be interrupted. 201 However, drafting committee of the
Rotterdam Rules believed that expanding Article 26 to include national laws would impede
the level of harmonization that this Convention aimed to achieve.202
The incorporation of the liability provisions of other international instruments does not
mean that the mandatory character of that instrument can affect the mandatory character of
the Rotterdam Rules.203 Similar with the CMC, only the provisions concerning carrier’s
liabilities, limitations and time bar related issues of other international instruments can be
incorporated.204 The difference is that the CMC does not give prevail effect to time bar
related rules of other legal instruments.
According to Article 26, a court of a Contract State of the Rotterdam Rules will have
chance to apply liability provisions of other international instruments even it is not a state
party to such instruments. 205 Furthermore, the parties to the contract of carriage can
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derogate from Article 26 and stipulate in their contract that a fully uniform liability system
will apply, or they may stipulate application of the liability provisions of other conventions
than what has been provided under the Article 26, providing they respect the restrictions to
freedom of contract set up by Article 79.206
Secondly, while Article 26 decides the applicable rules for carrier’s liabilities in
multimodal carriages, Article 82 deals with the conflict of conventions issue.207 These two
articles, although closely connected, should be distinguished with each other. Article 26
can only decide applicable rules regarding carrier’s liabilities, limitations and time bar
issues while Article 82 decides which international Convention should apply in whole. If
according to Article 82 the dispute should be settled by another international Convention,
the Rotterdam Rules are not the basis for decision-making at all and there is not room to
apply Article 26. 208 Additionally, Article 26 gives primary effect to other international
instruments which are in force when the loss or damage occurs but Article 82 only
recognizes international Conventions which have already been in force when the
Rotterdam Rules enters into force and to any future amendment to such conventions.209
These international Conventions provided by Article 82 includes any convention governing
the carriage of goods by air, by road, by rail and by inland water, providing the
requirements set up by these instruments as regard to their application to sea carriage can
be met.210 For instance, the Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of
Goods by Road (CMR) provides that it can be applicable to certain non-road carriage when
goods remain loaded on a road carriage vehicle carried on board a ship. 211 However, if the
goods are unloaded from the road carriage vehicle for carriage by sea then the requirement
of the CMR to apply to other mode of carriage is not satisfied, the Rotterdam Rules can
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instead apply and under this situation, there still may be a return to apply liability related
provisions of another convention according to Article 26 of the Rotterdam Rules.212
3.4 Sub-Conclusion
A carrier may be exposed to different periods of responsibility under the NMCs, CMC, and
Rotterdam Rules. For instance, a carrier who undertakes a non-container carriage by sea is
mandatory responsible for a port-to-port period under the NMCs but only tackle-to-tackle
period under the CMC. In addition, although both the CMC and Rotterdam Rules establish
door-to-door period of responsibility for multimodal carriage of goods with a sea leg, as
the CMC distinguishes the contract of carriage solely by sea and multimodal transport
contract while the Rotterdam Rules only provide general period of responsibility for carrier
no matter he undertakes a sole sea carriage or a multimodal carriage and give more effect
to the parties’ freedom of contract, the carrier’s period of liability is not identical between
the CMC and the Rotterdam Rules. For example, according to Rotterdam Rules contracting
parties can agree on a tackle-to-tackle or port-to-port period of responsibility no matter it is
a container carriage or not. But in accordance with the CMC, the period of responsibility
for container carriage is minimum port-to-port. Based on the discussion of this Chapter, on
the one hand the differences existing between the NMCs and CMC reveal the need of
further harmonization in international level to provide international sea carrier with more
predicable law. On the other hand, with the development of the door-to-door carriage, the
provisions provided by the NMCs and CMC regarding the carrier’s period of responsibility
should be updated and modified to meet the new requirements of the industry practice.
From this point of view, the Rotterdam Rules can be regarded as providing positive
evolutions.

4. Carrier’s Obligations.
Legal instruments in international carriage of goods by sea have set up certain mandatory
obligations for the carrier which cannot be excluded by contract terms. In 19th century
strict liability was imposed on the carrier with respect to his obligations such as
seaworthiness of the ship, care for cargo and direct route.213 Some of these obligations
have been adopted by the Hague Rules but the strict liability has been changed. 214 In
accordance with the Hague Rules the carrier can fulfill his obligation of seaworthiness by
212
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exercise ‘due diligence’ and satisfy the requirement of care for cargo by ‘properly and
carefully’ perform the carriage.215 In addition, the period of the seaworthiness obligation
has been reduced to only ‘before or at the beginning of the initial voyage’ rather than
‘before or at the beginning of every shipment contained in a whole carriage’ as required by
common law principle. 216 Furthermore, although argued by some scholars, it has been
widely accepted that the status of the obligation of care for cargo has declined under the
Hague Rules and not as important as the obligation of seaworthiness any more. 217
However, apart from these compromises, the carrier’s obligation of seaworthiness is still
regarded as an ‘overriding obligation’ or ‘primary obligation’ which has significant
position in deciding carrier’s liability.218 The carrier cannot rely on available exemptions to
his liability before he can prove that the requirement of seaworthiness obligation has been
fulfilled.219 The principle developed by the famous Muncaster Castle case,220 according to
which the carrier’s duty to provide a seaworthy ship is non-delegable and the carrier
accordingly is responsible even for the situation when an independent contractor fails to
exercise due diligence to make the ship seaworthy, has been accepted by many national
laws. 221 These obligations established and developed by common law and international
conventions have been adopted by the NMCs, CMC and also the Rotterdam Rules.
Nevertheless, the exact contents and legal status of these obligations are not identical under
each legal regime.
4.1 Nordic Maritime Codes
The NMCs establish mainly four obligations for the carrier, including care for cargo,
seaworthiness of the ship, notification of damage or loss and examination of the goods.
Firstly, according to the NMCs, at the first place the carrier shall perform the carriage with
due care and dispatch, care for the goods and in other respects safeguard the cargo owner’s
interests from the receipt until the delivery of the goods.222 In the previous NMCs a list of
performances concerning carrier’s obligation of care for cargo was provided, including
215
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loading, handling, stowing, carrying, keeping, caring for and discharging the goods. 223
Whereas the new NMCs instead only generally provide carrier’s essential obligation of
performing the carriage but this is not an intention to substantively alter the old NMCs.224
The obligation of ‘care for cargo’ is connected with the carrier’s liability for loss of or
damage to the goods and ‘due dispatch’ is usually closely connected with carrier’s
liabilities for delay in delivery and deviation. Secondly the carrier shall ensure the
seaworthiness of the ship, which means that the ship need to be ‘properly manned and
equipped and that the holds, refrigerated and cold-storage storerooms and other parts of the
ship where goods are stored are in a proper condition for receiving, carrying and
preserving the goods’.225 The word ‘seaworthiness’ should be understood in a broad way
under the NMCs which contains not only the seaworthy of the ship but also competency of
the crew and cargo worthy.226 The time for the carrier’s obligation of seaworthiness is only
‘at the commencement of the voyage’ and it can be discharged by excising ‘due
diligence’. 227 In practice the principle set up by the Muncaster Castle case seems not
completely agreed by the Nordic courts.228 The NMCs seem not requiring of the carrier so
much on this aspect. On the basis of some cases decided in Nordic courts, the carriers were
regarded as fulfilling their duties if they had acted with due diligence in choosing the
independent contractor for inspecting the ship.229 Thirdly, the NMCs require the carrier to
notify the sender or other person indicated by the sender at the earliest opportunity
regarding any loss of or damage to the goods.230 Lastly, the NMCs impose the carrier with
obligation of a reasonable degree to examine whether the goods are packed in such a way
as to not suffer damage or be apt to cause damage to any person or property. 231 As far as a
container or a similar article of transport is concerned, the carrier is not obliged to inspect
it internally, unless there is reason to suspect that there is some further problem with the
internal stowage. 232 Such reason may be, for example, the container has obviously had
previous experience of defect.233 Whether the carrier has fulfilled this obligation should be
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decided based on the shipping realities and the practical possibilities in container ports
must be taken into consideration.234
Moreover, the NMCs provide three exceptions to carrier’s obligations. Firstly, a not
properly informed carrier may unload, render innocuous or destroy dangerous goods
without any liability to pay compensation when circumstances so requires, and in this
situation the shipper is liable for the carrier’s loss resulting from such carriage of
dangerous goods.235 And even the carrier is informed about the dangerous nature of the
goods, if they become an actual danger for person or property, the carrier may still unload,
render innocuous or destroy such goods without any liability to pay compensation, but
under this situation the shipper is no longer liable for any loss caused to the carrier.236
Secondly, the carrier is not liable for loss resulting from measures to save life or from
reasonable measures to save vessels or other property at sea. 237 Thirdly, the NMCs
recognize that in practice the carrier and shipper can agree on that part of the carrier’s
traditional obligations is performed by the shipper and the carrier thus can be exempted
from liability for the performances or fault of the shipper.238
4.2 Chinese Maritime Code
Under the CMC, the carrier also bears mainly four kinds of obligations, which are: (1)
seaworthiness of the ship, (2) care for the cargo, (3) direct route, and (4) delivery of goods
in agreed time and at agreed port. 239 Similar with the NMCs, the obligation of
seaworthiness includes seaworthy of the ship, competency of the crew and cargo worthy.240
The carrier shall make the ship seaworthy, properly man, equip and supply the ship and to
make the holds, refrigerating and cool chambers and all other parts of the ship in which
goods are carried, fit and safe for their reception, carriage and preservation.241 The CMC
specifically list the obligation of care for the cargo is ‘to load, handle, stow, carry, keep,
care for and discharge the goods carried’. 242 The time for the carrier’s obligation of
seaworthiness is ‘before and at the beginning of the voyage’ while the time for the
obligation of caring for cargo covers the whole carriage. Carrier’s obligation of
234
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seaworthiness can be fulfilled by exercising ‘due diligence’ and the obligation of care for
cargo can be satisfied by ‘properly and carefully’ performing the carriage.243 Carrier is not
liable for ‘latent defect’ of the ship which cannot be discovered by due diligence.244 In
contrary to the Nordic view, the principle set up by the Muncaster Castle case has been
widely accepted by Chinese maritime courts. 245 From Chinese perspective of view, the
obligation of seaworthiness is non-delegable and the carrier is liable for other people,
including his servants, agents and even independent contractor’s failure to exercise due
diligence in making the ship seaworthy, even though the carrier has fulfilled the
requirement of ‘due diligence’ in choosing the independent contractor. 246 The CMC
explicitly establishes the carrier’s obligation of direct route to carry the goods to the port of
discharge on the agreed or customary or geographically direct route. 247 This obligation is
not an innovation of the CMC. It closely connected with the carrier’s liability for deviation
and similar obligation has also been imposed by NMCs as ‘due dispatch’ of the goods.248
Not any deviation is a violation of the direct route obligation and only unreasonable
deviation may lead to the carrier’s liability. Deviation in order to save or attempt to save
life or property at sea can be regarded as reasonable under the CMC.249 Additionally, the
CMC requires the carrier to deliver the goods in agreed time and at agreed port, otherwise
the carrier may be liable for pure economic loss resulting from his delay in delivery.250
Carrier’s liabilities for deviation and delay in delivery under the CMC are discussed in
detail in Chapter 6.2 and 7.1.2.
Three exceptions are provided by the CMC for the carrier’s obligations. Firstly, the carrier
is exempted from liability for landing, destroying or rendering innocuous the dangerous
goods when circumstances so requires.251 If the shipper fails to inform the carrier about the
dangerous nature of the goods, the shipper shall be liable for loss suffered by the carrier in
such carriage.252 Moreover, notwithstanding the carrier’s knowledge of the nature of the
dangerous goods, he may still have such goods landed, destroyed or rendered innocuous
without compensation if they become an actual danger to the ship, the crew, and other
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person on board or to other goods.253 But the properly informed carrier will need to be
liable for his contribution in general average and the shipper will not be liable for the loss
suffered by the carrier.254 Secondly, although not explicitly stipulated, in practice the CMC
also recognizes the possibility that the carrier and shipper can agree on that the shipper is
responsible for loading, handling, stowage or unloading the goods. The carrier is not liable
for damage or loss resulting from the shipper’s fault. 255 However, if the ship becomes
unseaworthy because of improperly stowage, even if the stowage is performed by the
shipper, the carrier is still liable for his failure to fulfil the obligation of seaworthiness.256
Thirdly, carrier is not liable for measures to save or attempt to save life or property at
sea.257 This is a little bit different with the NMCs under which the measure to save vessels
or other property needs to be reasonable.258
4.3 The Rotterdam Rules
Firstly the Rotterdam Rules fills the theoretical gap left by previous international
Conventions as well as the NMCs and CMC that the carrier has his basic obligation to
perform the core contract.259 The carrier must, subject to the Rotterdam Rules, perform the
core obligation under its contract: carry the goods to the place of destination and deliver
them to the consignee.260 Secondly the carrier has the obligation from receipt to delivery to
perform every aspect of the contract and to care for cargo, including ‘receive, load, handle,
stow, carry, keep, care for, unload and deliver the goods’.261 These listed performances are
not specific to any one mode of transport but generally apply throughout the carrier’s
period of responsibility to inland or maritime carriage. 262 Thirdly the carrier has obligation
of seaworthiness of the ship which is specifically applicable to the voyage by sea. 263 The
term ‘seaworthiness’ almost contains the same details as that of the NMCs and CMC
except for that under the Rotterdam Rules, the carrier’s obligation of cargo worthy extends
not only to the traditional holds but also to ‘containers supplied by the carrier’. 264 A
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significant innovation of the Rotterdam Rules as for the carrier’s obligation is that the time
for the obligation of seaworthiness has been extended from ‘before and at the beginning of
the voyage’ to ‘before, at the beginning of, and during the voyage by sea’. 265 Undoubtedly
this extension has increased the burden of the carrier who has to bear the risk of being
liable for loss of or damage to the cargo resulting from unseaworthiness of the ship occurs
during the voyage. However, this does not mean that the requirement to exercise ‘due
diligence’ is necessarily the same throughout the whole voyage. 266 The obligation to
exercise due diligence ‘before and at the beginning of the voyage’ under the Rotterdam
Rules will be almost the same as that required by the NMCs and CMC. 267 But the
requirement of due diligence ‘before and at the beginning of the voyage’ is different with
that of ‘during the voyage’.268 It is reasonable to accept that the carrier’ obligation of ‘due
diligence’ during the voyage is less expected than before or at the beginning of the
voyage.269 As the Rotterdam Rules stipulate that the carrier should be liable for the breach
of his obligations caused by the acts or omissions of any performing party which means
person who performs or undertakes to perform any of the carrier’s obligations under a
contract of carriage, he is liable for other people’s failure to ensure the seaworthiness of the
ship if these people can be categorized into ‘performing party’.270
Apart from these obligations, there are three exceptions provided by the Rotterdam Rules
to the carrier’s obligations. Firstly, the Rotterdam Rules expressly allow contracting parties
to shift the carrier’s obligations for loading, handling, stowing, or unloading the goods to
the appropriate cargo interests that will either perform it or arrange for its performance.271
This is owing to the reason that there are some situations the shipper or the documentary
shipper or the consignee is better qualified to assume some of these obligations and due to
the frequently use of free in and out (FIO) or free in and out stowed (FIOS) clauses in
practice. 272 As mentioned earlier, these clauses and agreements, although not explicitly
provided by the NMCs and CMC, are also recognized in practice by Nordic countries and
China.273 Under the Rotterdam Rules, if the parties require such arrangement, they need to
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refer this into the contract particulars.274 However, although there are several variants are
possible to shift some obligations, a FIO clause does not affect the carrier’s period of
responsibility. 275 Except for what has been shifted to the shipper, the carrier remains
responsible for other matters during his period of responsibility. 276 Additionally, a FIO
clause does not excuse a carrier from liability for his own actions.277 Sometimes a FIO
clause simply allocates costs.278 For example, the shipper pays separately for the service of
loading or unloading which is still performed by the carrier or sub-carrier, and if the
damage happens during loading or unloading, the carrier is still responsible
notwithstanding the FIO clause.279 If the shipper assumed responsibility for loading, this
responsibility is subjected to ordinary rules and the shipper is not regarded as person for
whom the carrier is liable under Article 18(d), because the shipper is definitely not act
‘whether directly or indirectly at the carrier’s request or under the carrier’s supervision or
control’. 280 The shipper or consignee should bear the loss or damage by themselves.
Secondly, the carrier is not liable for sacrifice of the goods during the voyage at sea.281 The
Rotterdam Rules permits the carrier to take reasonable measures to avoid a serious risk
even though the measures taken may be contrary to his obligations established by Article
11, 13 and 14.282 The carrier is not liable for such measure when the sacrifice is reasonable
made for the common safety or for the purpose of preserving from peril human life or other
property involved in the common adventure.283 But this exception is only valid when the
sacrifice is made during the voyage by sea rather than other parts of the carriage.284 The
third exception is about goods that may become a danger.285 The carrier is exempted from
liability for his decline to receive or to load the goods, or take other reasonable measures to
unload, destroy, or render goods harmless, if the goods are or reasonably appear likely to
become an actual danger to persons, property or the environment. Comparing with the
NMCs and CMC, there is no pre-conditions as for whether the carrier has the knowledge of
274
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this dangerous nature or not. A proposal was made to limit the carrier’s right under Article
15 by providing that he could reply on this exception only if he was not aware of the
dangerous nature of the goods.286 But this proposal was finally not accepted as limiting the
carrier’s rights to situations in which the carrier could prove his unawareness of the
dangerous nature of goods would be tantamount to shifting the risk in carrying dangerous
goods from the shipper to the carrier.287 The last two exemptions should be considered in
conjunction with Article 17 (3) (o) which decides the carrier’s potential liabilities
regarding dangerous goods and sacrifice of the goods during the sea voyage.288
4.4 Sub-Conclusion
Although generally speaking the NMCs, CMC and Rotterdam Rules seem stipulating
similar structures for carrier’s obligations, in which firstly carrier’s key obligations of
seaworthiness of the ship and care for cargo are established, then exceptions to obligations
concerning dangerous goods, measures to save life or property at sea and fault of the
shipper are provided, the exact requirements of these obligations and exceptions are
different under each legal regime. For instance, compared with the NMCs, the carrier’s
obligation of seaworthiness is stricter under the CMC because of the acceptance of
principle established by the Muncaster Castle case. The Rotterdam Rules, by extending the
time of the carrier’s obligation of seaworthiness to cover the whole voyage, impose the
heaviest burden on the carrier as for his mandatory obligation. Even though this extension
of seaworthiness obligation can be justified by the development of modern shipping
technology and more exceptions to the carrier’s obligations are provided, nowadays it is an
important consideration when potential Contracting States are assessing the evolutions
introduced by the Rotterdam Rules. This difference is also worth noting for the Nordic
countries and China as they only require the carrier to fulfill an obligation of ‘initial
seaworthiness of the ship’. The extension of this obligation to cover the whole carriage
means a demand of higher level shipping technology and management in industry which
may not be reached by every country, especially some less developed countries.
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5. Carrier’s Liability for Physical Loss of or Damage to the Goods, Exemptions and
Burden of Proof
Although in traditional common law the carrier’s liability was almost strict, after the
international legislative activities have prospered in this field, the carrier’s basis of liability
has been eased to fault and this change has been followed by many national laws. But such
fault based liability is not identical among all of them. The Hague/Hague-Visby Rules
establish an incomplete fault based liability system as under the situation of nautical error
exemption and fire exemption, carrier may not be liable for loss of or damage to the goods
which can be attributed to his fault. 289 The Hamburg Rules, by deleting the exceptions
provided by the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules, instead establishing a complete fault based
liability system. 290 The NMCs, CMC and Rotterdam Rules also provide fault based
liability for the carrier but many differences exist in their liability systems and burden of
proof rules.
5.1 Nordic Maritime Codes
The NMCs basically follow the incomplete fault based liability system established by the
Hague/Hague-Visby Rules. Generally the carrier’s liability is based on fault except for
nautical error and fire unless caused by fault or neglect of the carrier personally. 291
Although a list of excepted events or environments has been provided by the
Hague/Hague-Visby Rules, only the nautical error exemption, fire exemption and the so
called q-clause have been retained by the NMCs while other exceptions have been
dropped. According to the nautical error exemption, the carrier is not liable for loss or
damage resulting from fault or neglect of the master, any member of the crew, the pilot or
any other person performing work in the vessel’s service in the navigation or in the
management of the vessel.292 In Nordic law error in the navigation or the management of
the vessel is deemed to exist if it is connected with the interests or safety of the vessel.293
Any other fault is defined as commercial fault for which the nautical error exemption
cannot apply.294 Fire exemption is to avoid the carrier’s liability for fire unless caused by
the actual fault or privity of the carrier.295 Thus the carrier is only liable for fire caused by
himself or his senior employees. Q-clause is a general rules provided by the Hague/Hague289
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Visby Rules under which, except for other specifically listed exception perils, the carrier is
not liable for any other causes of loss or damage arising without his actual fault or fault or
neglect of his privity, or his agents or servants. 296 Instead of keeping as a separate
exception clause, the q-clause has been upgraded as a general umbrella protection under
the NMCs.297
Because the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules don’t explain burden of proof rules in an explicit
way but only focus on liability issues, there are different opinions with respect to the legal
function of these exceptions in allocating the burden of proof between the cargo claimant
and carrier. Some scholars hold the opinion that, except for the general q-clause, these
exceptions amount to ‘prima facie exculpations’ for the carrier.298 This means that if the
carrier can prove the cause of loss or damage is one of these events or environments, he is
presumed no fault and it is for the cargo claimant to prove that the occurrence of such
event or environment is contributed by the fault or neglect of the carrier, his servants or
agents. 299 While some others support the opinion that these exception clauses are only
‘false burden of proof rules’ which means they actually have no legal or practical value.300
They can only be used by the carrier as normal evidences proving the cause of loss or
damage. 301 The judge has right to freely evaluate evidences provided by the carrier or
cargo claimant and may ascribe evidential weight to these events or circumstances if he
feels convinced that they should have such evidential effect.302 And the judge may rely on
presumptions of fact other than those reasons enumerated in the catalogue as well.303 From
Nordic perspective of view, these catalogues, although have been gladly accepted as basis
for judgments by previous Nordic courts, are unnecessary specifically listed as they are not
the final or single factor in deciding the carrier’s liability.304 There is always a constant
need to analyze whether the carrier has been at fault or not. 305 The ‘prima facie
exculpations’ theory is not supported as it is a basic principle in Nordic countries that the
judge is absolutely free in his evaluation of the evidence brought before him by the
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parties.306 They also think that as ‘false burden of proof rules’ the catalogue of exceptions
has no legal or practical value at all because it cannot encroach on the judge’s free
evaluation of the evidence and return to the old ‘legal’ or ‘formal’ system of evidence.307
The Nordic countries analyze the function of this catalogue by way of history in which
these exceptions were done in the bill of lading to narrow the carrier’s strict liability in
English law. 308 And these exceptions (except for nautical error exemption and fire
exemption) later accepted by Harter Act 1893 and then the Hague Rules were constructed
only to cover circumstances for which no blame could be put on the carrier, his agents or
servants.309 Thus the q-clause can in fact embrace all the exceptions and a specific list is
not really needed. 310 It is regarded as not substantively change the approach of
Hague/Hague-Visby Rules to delete most of these exemptions, if the nautical error
exemption and fire exemption have been remained.311
Seaworthiness is treated as primary obligation under the NMCs. In order to claiming
exemption from liability, the carrier must prove due diligence has been exercised to fulfill
his obligation of seaworthiness.312 But unseaworthiness that has arisen after the beginning
of the voyage is treated under ordinary rules and subject to nautical error exemption and
fire exemption.313
The issue of concurrent causation and apportionment of liability is neither explicitly
addressed by the Hague Rules nor the Visby Protocol. 314 A ‘Vallescura Rule’ was
established in case Schnell v Vallescura which was heard in the US Supreme Court in
1934.315 In this case, the court expressed the opinion that the carrier should bear all liability
because he could not establish the respective degree of the cargo damage caused by two
reasons.316 He could only be relieved of part of his liability if he could prove exactly which
part of the loss or damage was not attributed to his liability.317 Although according to this
‘Vallescura Rule’, apportionment of liability became possible, the burden of proof was so
306
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difficult that in practice the carrier was almost always fully liable even if there were
concurrent causes of loss.318 Moreover, because of the primary status of the obligation of
seaworthiness, if unseaworthiness of the vessel is one of the causes of the loss or damage,
the carrier was no longer entitled to invoke other exempted perils.319 Under this situation,
the possibility of concurrent causation and apportionment of liability was almost
excluded.320 The ‘Vallescura Rule’ has been adopted by the NMCs. According to F§13:25
and N§275, when fault or neglect on the part of the carrier combines with another cause to
produce loss, the carrier is liable only to the extent that the loss is attributable to such fault
or neglect. But the carrier bears the burden to prove to what extent the loss is not
attributable to fault or neglect on his part.
Thus the carrier’s liability system and burden of proof rule established by the NMCs are:
(1) In all cases, the cargo claimant should first prove the existence of loss of or damage to
the goods and it has happened during the carrier’s period of responsibility, and the scope of
the loss or damage (‘prima facie case’).321 (2) The carrier then needs to prove (a) he has
exercised ‘due diligence’ to fulfilled his obligation of seaworthiness; and (b) the cause of
the loss, damage or delay is nautical error or fire on board; or the loss or damage is not
caused by his fault or fault of his servants or agents.322 (3) The cargo claimant can further
prove the lack of caring for cargo, or to disprove the evidences provided by the carrier such
as lack of due diligence or existence of fault.323 If in stage (2) the carrier proves the cause
of the loss or damage is fire, the cargo claimant has to prove that the fire is caused by the
actual fault of the carrier or of his privity.
5.2 Chinese Maritime Code
The basis of carrier’s liability under the CMC is also incomplete fault. Generally the
carrier is presumed fault and liable if the loss of or damage to the goods occurs during his
period of responsibility.324 And a list of exceptions for carrier’s liability is provided under
Article 51. These exception perils can be categorized into three groups. Firstly, Article
51(1) and Article 51(2) protect the carrier from liability with regard to nautical error and
fire unless caused by the actual fault of the carrier. Secondly, Article 51 (3) (4) (5) (6)
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provide exception events or environments which are not under the control of the carrier or
shipper, including force majeure and perils, dangers and accidents of the sea or other
navigable waters; war or armed conflict; act of the government or competent authorities,
quarantine restrictions or seizure under legal process; strikes, stoppages or restraint of
labour. Thirdly, Article 51 (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) are situations where the loss or damage
is resulted from the act or omission of the shipper, the nature of the goods, or something
else cannot attribute to the carrier’s fault, including: saving or attempting to save life or
property at sea; act of the shipper, owner of the goods or their agents; nature or inherent
vice of the goods; inadequacy of packing or insufficiency of illegibility of marks; latent
defect of the ship not discoverable by due diligence; any other causes arising without the
fault of the carrier or his servant or agent. Although not identical in numbering, there is no
substantive difference between the CMC and the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules with respect
to these exception perils. Even the q-clause of the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules is not
upgraded by the CMC but remains separately listed under clause (12). The CMC does not
treat these exceptions as ‘prima facie exculpations’. But in contrary with the NMCs, the
CMC recognize the values of these exceptions as ‘false burden of proof rules’ and retain
them in its articles. Article 51 last paragraph provides that ‘the carrier who is entitled to
exoneration from the liability for compensation as provided for in the preceding paragraph
shall, with the exception of the causes given in sub-paragraph (2) (fire unless caused by the
actual fault of the carrier), bear the burden of proof’. Thus these exceptions are treated as
options for the carrier to prove the cause of the loss or damage and he needs further to
prove he is not at fault in causing these events or environments to avoid liability.325
Under the CMC, the relationship between the obligations set up by Article 47, 48, 49
(seaworthiness, care for cargo and direct route) and the catalogues of exception perils
provided by Article 51 is not clearly written down. Different with the NMCs, the CMC
does not require that the carrier must fulfill his obligation of seaworthiness before
depending on the exception clauses. 326 Thus in practice, the question whether the
obligation of seaworthiness and care for cargo are treated as ‘overriding obligations’ is
controversial. 327 One opinion is that the principle of ‘overriding obligation’ has been
adopted by the CMC, while others claim that the legal position of the carrier’s obligation is
325
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not superior to exceptions.328 Furthermore, among the people who support the ‘overriding
obligations’ theory, some agree that both the obligation of seaworthiness and care for cargo
are primary obligations, while others declare that only the seaworthiness is primary
obligation.329 This sub-argument is actually original from the controversial status of the
obligation of care for cargo under Hague/Hague-Visby Rules. 330 It seems the mostly
supported opinion in China is that seaworthiness is overriding obligation under the
CMC.331 This is because on the one hand, the carrier’s basis of liability and the exception
catalogues are both drafted in line with the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules.332 It is reasonable
to accept that the principle of ‘overriding obligation’ established by the international
Conventions is also adopted by the CMC.333 On the other hand, as it is widely agreed that
under the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules the obligation of care for cargo is not regarded as
overriding obligation, the CMC should also follow this approach. 334 In addition, as the
behind rationale for these exception perils is that the carrier should not be liable for events
or environments which are out of his control and cannot be attributed to his fault, and
because the time for the obligation of seaworthiness is before or at the beginning of the
voyage when the carrier can control the condition of the ship, it is reasonable to accept that
he should not be entitled to exception perils for the initial seaworthiness of the ship.335
Therefore, according to the CMC, the carrier’s obligation of seaworthiness should prevail
to the exemptions and he need to prove the requirement of ‘due diligence’ has been
fulfilled for seaworthiness before depending on exceptions to his liability, while the
obligation of care for cargo should be subject to the exceptions.336
‘Vallescura Rule’ has also been adopted by the CMC.337 Article 54 provides that where
loss or damage or delay in delivery has occurred from causes from which the carrier or his
servant or agent is not entitle to exoneration liability, together with another cause from
which the carrier can exoneration liability, the carrier is only liable for part of the loss or
328
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damage, providing he can prove that to what extent the loss or damage is caused by other
reasons.
Thus the liability system and burden of proof rule under the CMC are: (1) The cargo
claimant needs to firstly prove the existence of loss or damage which has occurred during
the carrier’s period of responsibility and the scope of the loss or damage, etc. (‘prima facie
case’). (2) The carrier then is presumed at fault and needs to prove: (a) he has exercised
‘due diligence’ to make the ship seaworthiness; and (b) the cause of the loss, damage or
delay is one or more of the events or environments listed under Article 51 (1) to (12) and
he is not at fault for the occurrence of such event or environment (except for fire
exemption). (3) The cargo claimant can further disprove the evidence provided by the
carrier. But if the carrier in stage (2) proves the loss or damage is caused by fire on board,
the claimant needs to prove that the fire is caused by the actual fault of the carrier (reversed
burden of proof here).338
5.3 The Rotterdam Rules
The basis of the carrier’s liability under the Rotterdam Rules is still fault, but a complete
fault based liability system. Chapter 5 of the Rotterdam Rules provides the mechanism for
determining the carrier’s liability for loss of or damage to the goods. The core provision of
this Chapter is Article 17, which provides a step-by-step approach outlining the framework
for evaluating claims and defenses.339 This is another important evolution of the Rotterdam
Rules since neither previous international convention in this field nor the NMCs and CMC
provide such a clear step-by-step burden of proof mechanism. When negotiating the final
text of the Article 17, whether the traditional list of excepted conditions under the Article
IV (2) of the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules should be retained was widely discussed.340 Some
drafting committee members argued that the traditional catalogues would be a beneficial
part of the proposed convention, others viewed these excepted perils as simply superfluous
illustrations of the general principle that the carrier was not liable for loss or damage not
caused by his own fault or the fault of a person for whom he was responsible. 341 The
UNICITRAL ultimately agreed to retain the traditional catalogues on the theory that the
list of excepted perils played a useful role in common law countries and did no harm in
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civil law countries. 342 In addition, another recognized advantage of remaining these
exceptions was that the international community applying the new Convention in the future
would be able to rely on established and dense jurisprudence based on the existing of these
listed exceptions.343
The intricate allocation of burdens of proof and multi-step process to determine the
ultimate allocation of responsibility provided by Article 17 are as follows:
(1)At the first stage, the cargo claimant should show that he has suffered a loss and the
relevant event has taken place during the carrier’s period of responsibility (‘prima facie
case’).344
(2)At the second stage, once the claimant has established a ‘prima facie case’, the carrier is
presumed fault and the burden of proof is shifted to his side if he wants to be exempted
from liability according to Article 17(2) and 17(3). The carrier can either choose to prove
that the cause of the loss of or damage to goods is not attributable to his fault or to the fault
of any person for whom he is liable under the Rotterdam Rules, or to prove that one or
more of the events or environments listed in Article 17 (3) (a) to (o) has caused or
contributed to the loss or damage.345 Article 17(2) is an upgraded q-clause and under the
Rotterdam Rules it is an umbrella protection. Article 17(3) provides a specific list of events
or circumstances which bring alternatives on mainly six aspects compared to the
exceptions provided by the NMCs and CMC. Firstly the most obvious and notable
difference is that the nautical error exemption has been deleted. Under the Rotterdam Rules
the carrier is no longer exempted from liability for fault of the Master, crew members, pilot
or servant in the navigation or management of the ship. The omission of the nautical error
exemption is considered as being justified by the development of the technology in
shipping industry.346 As nowadays it is possible for the carrier to control the navigation and
management of the ship during the voyage, it is unreasonable to still protect him from the
traditional nautical error liability.347 The second change is that the traditional fire defense
has been significantly modified. The Rotterdam Rules treat the fire situation the same way
342
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as any of other excepted perils, and the phrase ‘unless caused by the actual fault or privity
of the carrier’ has been dropped. 348 Thus under the Rotterdam Rules the carrier is still
exonerated from liability for unexplained fires but no longer for fires which can be proved
caused by the fault of any person he is responsible for. 349 This change is significant as the
group of people for whom the carrier is responsible has been largely extended by the
Rotterdam Rules. The third difference is about salvage at sea. The CMC only generally
excuses the carrier from liability for ‘saving or attempting to save life or property at
sea’,350 and the NMC requires the measures to save vessels or other property at sea being
reasonable.351 The Rotterdam Rules, moving one step further, address this aspect in three
consecutive provisions. The public policy in favor of protecting human life is so strong that
‘saving of attempting to save life at sea’ is a defense without regard for whether the effort
is reasonable.352 Trying to save property is limited to use ‘reasonable measures’.353 And
probably due to the occurrence of several terrible environment damage caused by wellknown maritime disasters, a new defense as for ‘reasonable measures to avoid or attempt
to avoid damage to the environment’ is produced. 354 The fourth difference is about the
situation that part of the carrier’s traditional obligation has been shifted to the shipper.355
The carrier is not liable for the performance or fault of shipper if such arrangement has
been agreed.356 This exception is not provided by the NMCs and CMC. The fifth difference
is about the shipper’s obligations. CMC only generally provides one exception that the
carrier is not liable for act of the shipper, owner of the goods or their agents. 357 The
Rotterdam Rules modifies this exception to the new provision covers ‘act or omission of
the shipper, the documentary shipper, the controlling party, or any other person for whose
acts the shipper or the documentary shipper is liable’.358 In addition, the Rotterdam Rules
provide exception to carrier’s liability as for ‘insufficiency or defective condition of
packing or marking not performed by or on behalf of the carrier’.359 The last difference
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concerns dangerous goods and sacrifice of goods during the sea voyage.360 This difference
is not substantive as these two exceptions are similar permitted by the CMC and NMCs.
The only difference is that the Rotterdam Rules explicitly put them into the catalogue of
defenses and make the exception provisions more comprehensive.361
(3) If the carrier can successfully discharge his burden of proof in the second stage, in the
third stage Article 17(4) and 17(5) provide three routes for the cargo claimant to rebut the
carrier’s defense. Firstly, Article 17(4) permits the claimant to prove that a fault for which
the carrier is responsible has caused the events or circumstances listed in Article 17(3) and
used as defense by the carrier. Through this route, if the cargo claimant’s proof becomes a
direct proof of fault or negligence, the carrier should finally be liable for the loss or
damage.362 Secondly, Article 17(4) provides that the cargo claimant can prove there are
other causes contributed to the loss of or damage to the goods. Under this situation, the
carrier still has opportunity to relieve from liability by proving lack of fault following the
process of the second stage. The third route is provided by Article 17(5) which deals with
the carrier’s obligation of seaworthiness. The legal status of the seaworthiness obligation
has been changed by the Rotterdam Rules. The carrier is no longer required to prove he has
fulfilled the obligation of seaworthiness before replying on exceptions and it is for the
cargo claimant to prove that the loss or damage is resulted from unseaworthiness of the
ship.363 But only a probability of causation between the unseaworthiness of the ship and
loss of or damage to the cargo is enough in this context.364 Exceptions provided in stage
two are not efficient once the claimant can prove that the loss or damage was caused or
contributed to by the carrier’s breach of seaworthiness obligation.365 Moreover, under this
route, the carrier can still rely on exception perils if he can further prove that the loss or
damage or delay is not resulted from unseaworthiness of the ship, or he has fulfilled the
requirement of ‘due diligence’.366
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The ‘Vallescura Rule’ has been altered by the Rotterdam Rules.367 Although Article 17(6)
of the Rotterdam Rules still provides that the carrier is liable only for the part of loss or
damage that is attributable to the event or circumstance for which he is liable pursuant to
this article, the carrier is no longer required to bear the whole burden of proof regarding the
loss or damage resulting from other causes. The Rotterdam Rules establish a new rule in
accordance with which the carrier and shipper should follow the same approach as
provided by Article 17 to allocate the burden of proof as for allocating responsibility in
multiple causation cases.368
5.4 Sub-conclusion
It can be seen from above analysis that with respect to the carrier’s liability for physical
loss of or damage to the goods, there are many differences between the NMCs, CMC and
Rotterdam Rules. The basis of the liability is different; the legal position of the obligation
of seaworthiness is different; the evidential effect of exception perils is different; the
burden of proof rule is different; and the rule applicable for concurrent causation and
apportionment of liability is different. The most controversial alternative introduced by the
Rotterdam Rules may be the deletion of the nautical error exemption and the modification
of fire exemption, which are considered as largely increasing carrier’s mandatory liability.
This change is also significant for Nordic countries and China as both of them have
provided these two exemptions for the sea carrier in their maritime codes. However,
comparing with the NMCs and CMC, the carrier’s burden of proof has been reduced by the
Rotterdam Rules. For instance, the catalogue of excepted events or circumstances is
regarded as ‘prima facie exculpations’ under the Rotterdam Rules and the carrier needs not
to prove his non-fault to discharge his burden of proof if the cause of the damage or loss is
one of the exception situations. Additionally, carrier’s burden of proof is decreased for
concurrent causation and apportionment of liability as well. Thus it may be difficult to say
whether the differences between the Rotterdam Rules and the NMCs/CMC would be
benefits or disadvantages for the carrier’s interests. However, it can be reasonably
concluded that if Nordic countries and China is going to implement the Rotterdam Rules
into their national laws, not only the written legislations need to be modified, but also their
judges need to get used to the new burden of proof rules and the different evidential
weights of exception perils. Additionally, judgments from previous cases may be changed
and some jurisprudence may not be depended on any more.
367
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6. Carrier’s Liability for Delay in Delivery
Delay may result in loss for the cargo owner in essentially two ways. First, the goods may
be damaged or destroyed because the transport takes too long.369 For example, fresh fruit
decays if the journey takes too long a time. Under this situation, the rules relating to
physical loss of or damage to goods should apply. The second way is that the goods arrive
in the destination in good condition, but as it is too late for the agreed time, the market
condition has changed and the cargo interests suffer a pure economic loss. 370 One
outstanding example is carriage of Christmas gifts or other seasonal products. The second
situation is regulated by the provisions regarding ‘delay in delivery’. Traditionally, transit
speed was not the principal issue in sea carriage and parties who desired a speedy
transportation would typically choose other modes of transport such as air carriage.371 Sea
carriage was usually advantage in its capacity of carrying large cargo and low price. 372
Thus the Hague Rules do not explicitly address the issue of delay. Although there were two
proposals to address the issue of delay when negotiating the Visby protocol, they were not
successfully retained in the final text.373 However, with the development of the shipping
industry, the ‘just in time’ shipping procedure has been produced to ensure that a carrier
will deliver goods shortly before an industrial consignee requires them in the
manufacturing process or a retailer wishes to display them on the store shelves.374 If the
system works properly, the consignee can save lots of costs in inventory while if the
system breaks down, a late delivery may result in substantial losses.375 The Hamburg Rules
are the first international Convention in maritime transport field establishes carrier’s
liability for delay in delivery.376 Similarly, all of the NMCs, CMC and Rotterdam Rules
provide rules concerning carrier’s liabilities not only for physical loss of or damage to the
goods but also for pure economic loss resulted from delay in delivery.
6.1 Nordic Maritime Codes
According to the NMCs, if the goods have not been delivered at the port of discharge
provided for in the contract of carriage within the time agreed upon, or without such
agreement, in a reasonable time, the carrier is liable for loss resulting from this delay in
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delivery.377 The contracting shipper can cancel the carriage contract if the delay amount to
a fundamental breach of the contract. 378 Although not specifically mentioned by the
Hague/Hague-Visby Rules, the carrier’s liability for delay in delivery had been already
considered by the previous NMCs in the early 1970’s.379 At that time in Nordic laws, if the
delay in delivery had been transferred into physical loss or damage to the goods, as the first
type of delay mentioned above, the general rules concerning carrier’s liability for loss of or
damage to the goods should apply.380 Delay damage which led to pure economic loss had
independent meaning according to the old NMCs, but the basic rules still followed what
was stipulated for physical loss or damage.381 In addition to the mandatory Nordic system
concerning delay in delivery, there was a non-mandatory rule stating that same rules would
apply to other kinds of carrier’s delay, such as delay happening on the approach voyage to
the port of loading or through overbooking on the line’s ships.382 But it was possible to
exclude this delay liability by proper exemption contracting clause. 383 The new NMCs
merely repeat the familiar concept of delay and set up it as mandatory liability, except that
technically liability for delay in delivery is regulated independently in the NMCs 1994.384
The old non-mandatory stipulation concerning liability in damages for other delay than
delay in delivery is not included in the Chapter 13 of the NMCs 1994 but repeated as far as
voyage charting is concerned.385
General rules for deciding carrier’s liability for physical loss or damage to the goods are
also applicable to delay in delivery. 386 If the goods cannot be delivered within 60 days
following the agreed time or reasonable time, the goods are regarded as lost. 387 In
accordance with this rule of conversion from delay to total loss, when total loss occurs due
to the mere fact that the delivery time is too late, the location of the goods might be
known.388 The cargo interests then have the option to choose either claiming compensation
based on delay or total loss in this situation as the terms ‘may treaty the goods as lost’ used
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by the NMCs. 389 There is no rule for how to evaluate the amount of compensation for
delay delivery, thus the general causality rules and rules for calculating physical damages
are applied.390 Additionally, according to the NMCs, pure economic loss resulting from
delay in delivery is not the object of limits of liability.391 Other loss resulting for delay in
delivery is regulated by general rules on limits of liability for physical loss or damage
(except for Denmark as Danish Maritime Code includes a completely similar stipulation
D§280.2 as found in the Hamburg Rules Article 6 (1) (b) with respect to the limitations to
carrier’s liability for delay in delivery.).392
6.2 Chinese Maritime Code
Under the CMC, general rules for deciding carrier’s liability for physical loss of or damage
to the goods also apply to delay in delivery. Article 50 (1) describes ‘delay in delivery’ as
‘occurs when the goods have not been delivered at the designated port of discharge within
the time expressly agreed upon’. The difference with the NMCs is that there is no word
addressing the situation that no agreed time of delivery exists but the goods haven’t been
delivered in a time which could be reasonable required of a diligent carrier. There are
different views with respect to the carrier’s liability in such case. One opinion is that
Article 50 (1) of the CMC is an absolute definition of the terms ‘delay in delivery’ in
international sea carriage.393 Other delays in delivery, including carrier fails to deliver the
goods in a reasonable time, are not regarded as ‘delay in delivery’ in this context and don’t
lead to the carrier’s liability.394 Although Chinese Contract Law generally provides that
under a contract of carriage ‘the carrier shall safely carry the passenger or cargo to the
prescribed destination within the prescribed time or within a reasonable time’,395 as the
CMC is special law, the provisions provided by it should be prevail applicable in contract
for international carriage of goods by sea.396 Thus absolute definition of ‘delay in delivery’
in the CMC excludes the application of related provision provided by the Chinese Contract
Law.397 According to this opinion, the carrier is not liable for pure economic loss resulting
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from his failure to deliver the goods in a reasonable time. 398 Another view is that the
Article 50 (1) of the CMC is not an absolute definition of ‘delay in delivery’ but only
provide one situation of ‘delay in delivery’ which can be governed by the CMC.399 Other
kinds of delays not covered by the CMC are regulated by the Chinese Contract Law.400 In
accordance with this opinion, the carrier is still liable for pure loss resulting from his
failure to deliver the goods in a reasonable time as required by the Chinese Contract
Law. 401 However, under this situation the carrier is not entitled to exemptions and
limitations provided by the CMC. In fact, no matter which opinion is employed, the
problem concerning carrier’s liability for his failure to deliver the goods in a reasonable
time cannot be satisfactorily resolved in practice. Based on the first theory, the carrier is
not liable for delay in delivering the goods in a reasonable time and the loss of the cargo
interests cannot be compensated. This solution may lead to the result that the carrier will
not conclude any agreed time for delivery in the carriage contract on purpose to avoid
liability for delay, and this would impede the intended protection to cargo interests.
However, according to the second theory, the carrier will be not only liable but also lose
his rights of exemptions and limits to his liability provided by the CMC.402 In accordance
with the Chinese Contract Law, the carrier will be liable for the amount which ‘shall be
equivalent to the other party's loss resulting from the breach, including any benefit that
may be accrued from performance of the contract, provided that the amount shall not
exceed the likely loss resulting from the breach which was foreseen or should have been
foreseen by the breaching party at the time of conclusion of the contract’.403 This amount
may largely exceed the limitation set up by the CMC and lead to an unreasonable result
that the carrier will bear heavier liability when no time of delivery has been agreed in the
carriage contract than when a delivery time has been expressly agreed.404 When drafting
the CMC, the purpose of not providing rules concerning carrier’s liability for his failure to
deliver the goods in a reasonable time was to encourage contracting parties to negotiate the
time of delivery, expressly conclude it in their contract and to avoid uncertainty in
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explaining the term ‘reasonable time’.405 However, it seems that this encouragement does
not work well in practice and even causes more problems.406
The CMC also provides that the goods may be treated as lost when they has not been
delivered within 60 days from expiry of the time for delivery. 407 Nevertheless, this
provision has different effect compared with the NMCs because the CMC set up specific
limitation to carrier’s liability for pure economic loss resulting from delay in delivery. The
liability of the carrier for the pure economic is limited to an amount equivalent to the
freight payable for the goods so delayed. 408 If the loss of or damage to the goods has
occurred concurrently with the delay in delivery, the rules concerning limits to carrier’s
liability for physical loss applies.409 In contrary with the NMCs where general rules are
applicable for calculating both physical loss or damage and loss resulting from delay in
delivery, distinguishing delay in delivery and conversion total lost is important in
calculating loss and limitation of liability under the CMC.
Liability for delay in delivery is not mentioned by Section 8 for multimodal transport
contract. Article 105 and 106 only establish the MTO’s liability for loss of or damage to
the goods. Thus MTO is not liable for pure economic loss resulted from delay in
delivery.410
6.3 The Rotterdam Rules
The Rotterdam Rules also limit the carrier’s liability for ‘delay in delivery’ to his failure to
deliver the goods within the time agreed in the contract of carriage.411 The carrier is not
liable for not delivering the goods within the time that can be reasonable to expect of a
diligent carrier.412 The Rotterdam Rules leaves the decision of delay only to the agreement
between the parties. But the agreement need not to be explicit, it is enough if there is an
implied agreed time exist.413 Determination and explanation of these implicitly agreements
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are left to applicable national laws.414 For example, in absence of an expressly clause, the
applicable law of contract may imply a promise to deliver at a particular time based on a
carrier’s published schedule or an agent’s marketing representations. 415 The Rotterdam
Rules do not provide provision concerning when the delayed goods will be treated as lost.
Thus the goods are treated as delayed as long as the carrier has effective control over the
goods.416 Although both the Rotterdam Rules and CMC can be applicable for multimodal
carriage with a sea leg, different with the CMC, the rules concerning pure economic loss
resulting from delay in delivery provided under the Rotterdam Rules are generally
applicable to both pure sea carriage and multimodal carriage with a sea leg.
Burden of proof rules concerning carrier’s liability for physical loss or damage of the
goods are also applicable to economic loss resulting from delay in delivery. Thus in case of
delay in delivery, the cargo interests should at first stage prove the existence of an agreed
time of delivery and the fact that the goods are not delivered by then. 417 The carrier then
needs to explain the causes for the delay.418 The carrier’s liability for economic loss due to
delay is limited to an amount equivalent to two and one-half times the freight payable on
the goods delayed.419 Similar with the CMC, when the delay in delivery causes not only
pure economic loss but also physical loss or damage of the goods, compensation and
limitation for the part of physical loss or damage should be calculated in accordance with
provisions concerning carrier’s liability for physical loss or damage of the goods.420 The
total amount payable cannot exceed the limitation in respect of the total loss of the goods
concerned.421
6.4 Sub-Conclusion
On the aspect of carrier’s liability for delay in delivery, besides different amounts on limits
of liability, there are several other differences between the NMCs, CMC and Rotterdam
Rules. Firstly, when no express or implicit delivery time has been agreed, only the NMCs
impose liability for the carrier if the goods cannot be arrived in a reasonable time. The
CMC and Rotterdam Rules only care about what has been agreed between the parties.
Thus under the CMC and the Rotterdam Rules it is important for the cargo interests to
414
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conclude, explicitly or implicitly, an delivery time in the carriage contract. Secondly, the
CMC and Rotterdam Rules provide specific limitation to carrier’s liability for economic
loss resulting from delay in delivery while no similar rule is provided by the NMCs.
Thirdly, the NMCs and CMC provide that the delayed cargo is regarded as lost if the
carrier has not delivered them within 60 days from expiry of the time for delivery. This
conversion from delay to total loss is crucial when calculating the compensation amount
and limitation of compensation. Generally speaking, although all of the NMCs, CMC and
Rotterdam Rules establish carrier’s liability for delay in delivery, in fact the carrier’s actual
liability, calculation of compensation and limitation of liability for delay in delivery are
quite different if they are decided in accordance with different legal regimes.

7. Carrier’s Liabilities for Deviation, Deck Cargo and Live Animals.
Except for liabilities for general loss of or damage to the goods and delay in delivery, in
international sea carriage area most of legal instruments also impose the carrier with
specific liabilities for deviation, deck carriage and transport of live animals. Stipulations
deciding carrier’s liabilities for these carriages are special and needed to be discussed
separately because they are different with general liability system and burden of proof
rules. Carrier’s liabilities for deviation and deck carriage is not governed by fault based
liability rule and exemptions and limitations to his general liabilities may not be available.
In addition, different burden of proof rules are provided for deciding carrier’s liability for
carriage of live animals.
7.1 Carrier’s Liability for Deviation.
Deviation was traditionally treated as a serious breach of carriage contract. It was
reasonable for the cargo interests to expect that the cargo was carried by the agreed or
custom route. By deviating a ship, the insured cargo interests might lose his benefits under
the insurance contract,422 and the cargo might be physically exposed to more risks of loss
or damage.423 A carrier could not deviate from agreed voyage route unless for the purpose
of avoiding perils of war, saving life or carrying out necessary repairs.424 Thus according to
earlier common law, the carrier might lose the right for any benefits provided under the
carriage contract in intentioned unreasonable deviation, and some judges even treated such
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deviation as ‘fundamental breach of contract’ (similar concept can be found in civil law as
‘resolution’)425 for which the carrier could not even claim freight or payment under the
contract.426 The Hague Rules don’t explicitly provide provisions regarding consequences
of unreasonable deviation but only exempt the carrier from ‘any deviation in saving or
attempting to save life or property at sea or any reasonable deviation’. 427 It implicitly
provides that any intentional deviation not specifically allowed under the Hague Rules may
be an infringement of the carrier’s mandatory obligations.428 The Hamburg Rules have no
provisions specifically mention the word ‘deviation’ but generally provide that ‘the carrier
is not liable, except for general average, where loss, damage or delay in delivery resulted
from measures to save life or from reasonable measures to save property at sea’. 429 One
difference with the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules is that according to the provision of the
Hamburg Rules, the deviation to save property is subject to a ‘reasonability’ test as ‘the
measure to save property at sea’ is required to be reasonable. Neither the Hague/HagueVisby Rules nor the Hamburg Rules clearly state how deviation is to be defined and give
leeway for national variations.430
7.1.1 Nordic Maritime Codes
From the Nordic perspective of view, generally when deciding deviation there must be
some kind of geographical departure from normal route, and a time factor may arise such
as the ship having slowed down en route and in all cases there have to be an intention to
deviation.431 Deviation is usually connected with the carrier’s basic obligation to perform
the carriage with ‘due dispatch’.432 The word ‘deviation’ is not specifically mentioned in
the NMCs.433 However, this is not to say that deviation has not been considered by the
Nordic maritime law. This concept has existed in Nordic maritime legislations for a very
long time. For instance, the Norwegian Maritime Code 1893 section 98 had already
contained provision on deviation: ‘the ship must not deviate unless in an attempt to save
human life or to salve any ship or goods, or due to any other reasonable grounds.’ 434 But
the new NMCs decide not to use the word ‘deviation’ because ‘the starting point for the
425
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concept of deviation, namely that a particular voyage route is contractual, is difficult to
support given the condition in general carriage today. The main question is instead whether
the carrier has chosen a reasonable voyage plan, and whether the cargo reaches its
destination within a reasonable time.’435 The old Code’s section 98 has been regarded as
appropriate to voyage charters but fitting poorly in modern general cargo carriage. 436
Deviation concerning chosen routes is nowadays not a primary concern in liner traffic. 437
Additionally, as the NMCs establish carrier’s liability for delay in delivery and lots of
deviation finally results in delay in delivery, some cases can be decided in accordance with
provisions relating to delay in delivery. 438 The real meaning of deviation liability,
according to Nordic perspective, lies in the question of causal connection.439 During an
unreasonable deviation any loss may make the carrier liable unless he proves that the loss
is not resulted from the deviation or the loss would has occurred even if deviation has not
taken place. 440 The carrier’s liability for unreasonable deviation does not have to be
decided according to the general presumed fault liability rules.441 Thus nautical error and
fire exemptions are not applicable for the carrier who commits an unreasonable deviation,
nor can the provisions about limitations of liability apply.442 But the general one year timebar is still available.443 In addition, the exemption contained in F§13:25(2) and N§275(2)
which protects the carrier from liability for loss resulting from measures to rescue persons
or reasonable measures to salvage ships or other property at sea can be applicable to
deviation. Thus under the NMCs, in order to avoid liability, the carrier need to prove the
deviation is reasonable except for deviation in order to save life at sea which is not subject
to reasonability test.444 Although ‘due dispatch’ is mandatory obligation under the NMCs,
the concept of reasonable deviation can be specified by carriage contract. 445 But this
freedom of contract and the validity of such specification are limited by sensible
commercial need and with consideration the interests of the goods.446
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7.1.2 Chinese Maritime Code
Direct route is explicitly established as one of the carrier’s mandatory obligations under the
CMC. 447 The carrier shall carry the goods to the port of discharge on the agreed or
customary or geographically direct route. 448 In CMC, deviation only means ‘geographic
deviation’.449 Deviation in saving or attempting to save life or property at sea or any other
reasonable deviation is not regarded as breaching the carrier’s obligation of direct route.450
Other deviations which are not allowed by the CMC may lead to the carrier’s liability.
However, whether the carrier who has committed an unreasonable deviation can still enjoy
the exemptions and limitations of liability provided by the CMC is not clearly regulated by
itself. According to Chinese Contract Law Article 94, there are five situations when a
contract can be dissolved (except for the situation that there is agreed condition for
dissolution and the contract is dissolved because the condition is satisfied451) : (1) the aim
of the contract cannot be attained because of force majeure; (2) before the period of
performance expires, either party clearly indicates by word or by act that it will not
discharge the principal debts; (3) either party delays the discharge of the principal debts
and still fails to discharge them within a reasonable period of time after being urged; (4)
either party delays the discharge of debts or is engaged in other illegal activities and thus
makes realization of the aim of the contract impossible; (5) any other circumstances as
provided for by law.452 Article 97 further provides that ‘after the dissolution of a contract,
for those clauses not yet performed, the performance shall cease. For those already
performed, the party concerned may, in accordance with the situation of performance and
the nature of the contract, demand their restoration to the original status or take other
remedial measures, and have the right to claim compensation’. The general idea for this
article is that once the contract has been dissolved, it is regarded as not valid from the very
beginning except for clauses regarding settlement and liquidation, and everything should
be turned back to the original situation before the performance of the contract. 453 Thus
whether deviation will lead to the loss of benefits enjoyed by the carrier under the contract
depends on how serious the deviation is. If the deviation leads to ‘make realization of the
aim of the contract impossible’, such unreasonable deviation can be regarded as ‘illegal
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activities’ and the cargo interests can dissolve the contract according to Article 94(4) of the
Chinese Contract Law. Once the contract is resolved, it is regarded as not existing from the
very beginning and the carrier will lose benefits enjoyed both under the contract and the
CMC. However, based on cases decided in Chinese Maritime Courts, the time-bar rule
provided by the CMC is still available.454
7.1.3 The Rotterdam Rules
The Rotterdam Rules provide neither definition for ‘deviation’ nor specific consequences
for un-allowed deviation. State party to the Rotterdam Rules may maintain or introduce
national doctrines on deviation and may provide the legal consequences for deviation.455
Thus an unreasonable deviation can still be treated as a fundamental breach of the contract
in accordance with certain national principles. However, the Rotterdam Rules allow the
carrier retain right to invoke any defense or limitation provided by the Rotterdam Rules,
unless he loses his right of limitations or defenses according to Article 61 which is about
‘loss of the benefit of limitation of liability’. 456 The reference to ‘any defenses’ also
includes carrier’s possibility to relieve his liability in the case of measures to save or
attempt to save life at sea or in the case of reasonable measures to save or attempt to save
property at sea.457
Furthermore, as some national laws consider deck carriage or delay as quasi-deviation,
such kind of quasi-deviation also needs to be dealt with in relation to the Rotterdam
Rules. 458 This means that the carrier can still enjoy right to invoke any defense or
limitation provided by the Rotterdam Rules in quasi-deviation. However, if a deck carriage
is considered as quasi-deviation in national law but can be categorized to one type of deck
carriage that is allowed by the Rotterdam Rules, national rules cannot be followed in this
situation and the rules provided by the Rotterdam Rules concerning deck cargo shall
apply.459
7.2 Carrier’s Liability for Deck Cargo.
At common law, similar with deviation, a carrier who carried the cargo on deck without
authorization was regarded as a fundamental breach of the carriage contract and might
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accordingly lose any benefits provided under the carriage contract. 460 In some countries,
unauthorized deck carriage was regarded as quasi-deviation (non-geographic deviation)
because the main object of the carriage contract was defeated or the contract had not been
performed in its essential aspects, and such deck carriage would lead to similar
consequences as unreasonable geographic deviation.

461

This old approach seemed

reasonable as the cargo carried on deck was deemed to be exposed to more risks which
were not expected by the cargo interests.462 However, nowadays with the development of
shipping industry, there are some operational economic reasons for carrying the cargo on
deck.463 For example, the cargo may be too large to be stowed in the hold, or the cargo is
dangerous in nature and needed to be carried on deck. 464 Legal issues concerning
authorized deck cargo are excluded by the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules by defining ‘goods’
to exclude ‘cargo which by the contract of carriage is stated as being carried on deck and is
so carried’.465 Consequently, the carrier is free to reply on non-responsibility clauses in the
bill of lading providing the deck carriage is stated on the bill of lading and the cargo is
actually carried on deck.466 As for deck cargo which is not stated in the bill of lading, the
Hague/Hague-Visby Rule are silent on this question and old common law principle
continues to apply in this context.467 The Visby Protocol keeps this area unchanged while
Hamburg Rules provide specific provision concerning deck cargo. Certain kinds of deck
carriage are permitted by the Hamburg Rules.468 And where the deck carriage is allowed,
the ordinary fault based liability rules will be applicable for deciding carrier’s liability. 469
But if the deck carriage is in contrary with what have been recognized by the Hamburg
Rules, the main rule on liability does not apply and the carrier may be liable merely
because of such deck carriage.470
7.2.1 Nordic Maritime Codes
From Nordic perspective of view, the risks associated with deck cargo had been
traditionally considered so great that placement of the cargo on deck without a contractual
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basis was regarded as serious breach of contract.471 Under certain situation carriage of deck
cargo was even equated with unlawful deviation.472 When implementing the Hague-Visby
Rules into the old NMCs, although authorized deck cargo was excluded from the
application of the Hague-Visby Rules, Nordic countries had provided an optional right for
the carrier to carry the cargo on deck if this had been agreed on by both parties and the
goods had been actually carried on deck. 473 Under the situation where deck cargo was
allowed, the carrier was liable for loss of or damage to the deck cargo in accordance with
the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules and did not bear a stricter liability than that.474 After the
Hamburg Rules entering into force, the NMCs 1994 follow the Hamburg Rules to provide
specific provisions concerning deck cargo. If (a) there is an agreement to carry the cargo
on deck and the agreement is inserted into the bill of lading or other similar transport
documents; or (b) if the usage of the trade allows carriage on deck; or (c) if the deck cargo
is required by statutory rules or regulations, the ordinary liability system and limits of
liability will apply to decide the carrier’s liability for the loss of or damage to the goods.475
When goods are carried on deck and this in in contrary to the situations allowed by the
NMCs, the carrier will be liable for loss resulting solely from the fact that the goods are
carried on deck and he will lose defenses provided by Section 275 to Section 278,
including ‘the loss was not due to his or her personal fault or neglect or anyone for whom
he or she is responsible’, ‘losses resulting from measures to rescue persons or reasonable
measures to salvage ships or other property at sea’, ‘only part of loss can be attributed to
the carrier’, ‘nautical error exemption and fire exemption’, ‘fulfill due diligence to
seaworthiness’ and special rules concerning live animals and delay in delivery. But the
carrier may still have the right to limit his liability except for that he has breached an
express agreement that the goods cannot be carried on deck.476 Nevertheless, the time-bar
defense is always available for him.477
There are two points that the NMCs have been influenced by the Hamburg Rules compared
with the old NMCs. 478 One is that the NMCs, like Hamburg Rules, require the loss is
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caused solely by carriage on deck.479 If the carrier can prove that loss of or damage to the
cargo would still happen even if he has carried them under deck, or there is another cause
contributed to the loss or damage, he can still possibly avoid liability. 480 Another is that
there is only a possible but not an automatic loss of right to limitation. 481 In previous
Nordic laws, the carrier would loss his right to limit liability in any situation that he carries
the cargo on deck in contrary with allowed conditions. 482 But in the new NMCs, in
situation that the deck cargo is not in contrary with express agreement, the carrier has a
continuous right to limit his liability and the loss of this right is decided in accordance with
relating article under the NMCs. 483 But if the deck cargo is in contrary to an express
agreement for carriage of goods under deck, the right of limitation is lost without
discretion.484
7.2.2 Chinese Maritime Code
According to the CMC, the carrier can ship the goods on deck if: (1) he comes into an
agreement with the shipper; or (2) complies with the custom of the trade; or (3) complies
with the relevant laws or administrative rules and regulations. 485 It is not required that the
agreement of deck carriage need to be stated in transport document. The CMC
distinguishes loss or damage caused by the special risks involved in the deck carriage from
loss or damage caused by usual risks of sea carriage. 486 When the goods have been shipped
on deck in accordance with one of these three conditions, the carrier is not liable for the
loss of or damage to the goods caused by the special risks involved in such carriage.
Ordinary fault based liability rules will be applicable to decide the carrier’s liability for
loss of or damage to the goods caused by usual risks of sea carriage. If the carrier in breach
of any of these conditions to carry the goods on deck, main fault based liability rules will
not apply and he will be liable for the loss of or damage to the goods caused by the special
risks involved in such carriage solely because of his violation of the CMC.487 However, in
this situation, his liability for other loss or damage will be still decided based on general
fault based liability rules. The carrier who has committed an unlawful deck carriage may
retain his right of limitation to his liability and the CMC does not provide a provision
479
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concerning when the carrier is deemed to lose the right of limitation. All cases will be
decided based Article 59, according to which the right of limitation will be lost if it is
proved that the loss or damage or delay resulted from an act or omission of the carrier or
his servant or agents done with intention or recklessness.
7.2.3 The Rotterdam Rules
Article 25 of the Rotterdam Rules provides exceptions to the main rule that the goods
should be carried under deck and these exception rights to carry goods on deck are always
subject to the general obligation of the carrier to care for the goods.488 Furthermore, the
Rotterdam Rules distinguish various situations in which goods can be carried on deck.489
Article 25 (1) (a) allows goods to be carried on deck if it is so required by law. For
instance, certain safety regulations may require that dangerous goods are allowed to be
carried only on deck. Article 25 (1) (b) recognizes that goods can be carried on deck if they
are carried in or on containers or vehicles which are fit for deck carriage and when the
decks are specially fitted to carry those containers or vehicles. Article 25 (1) (c) permits
that goods can be carried on deck in accordance with the contract of carriage, or the
customs, usages, or practices of the trade in question. For example, certain wood product
and large pieces of equipment may be customarily carried on deck.490 The agreement of
deck carriage need not to be express and stated in the transport document.491 However, if a
third party has acquired a negotiable transport document in good faith, the carrier cannot
invoke an agreement regarding deck carriage unless the contract particulars state that the
goods may be carried on deck.492 Article 25 (1) (a) and (c) actually establish the similar
situations when deck cargo are permitted as provided by the NMCs and CMC, while
Article 25 (1) (b) recognizes one more situation that in practice goods are sometimes
carried on deck for technical, operational, or commercial reasons. 493 This additional
situation is important as it makes the rule in line with industry practice with regard to
carriage of containers on modern container ships and carriage of vehicles on modern roll-in
and roll-off ships.494 The normal fault based liability rules of the Rotterdam Rules also
488
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apply to the deck carriages that are permitted by Article 25(1) (a) (b) (c). Furthermore, if
the deck carriage is performed in accordance with Article 25 (1) (a) and (c), the carrier is
exempted from liability for loss of or damage to the goods or delay in delivery that is
caused by the special risks involved in such carriage of goods on deck.495 Although under
the additional situation provided by Article 25 (1) (b) the carrier is not entitled to this
special exemption, he is not regarded as seriously breaching his mandatory obligation and
his liability is decided in accordance with ordinary fault based rules and general exceptions
and limitations of liability are available for him. If the goods are carried on deck in
contrary with what have been provided by Article 25 (1) (a) (b) (c), the carrier will be
liable for loss of or damage to the goods or delay in delivery that is exclusively cause by
such deck carriage and is not entitled to the defenses provided in Article 17, which is about
the carrier’s liability and exemptions.496 But the carrier may still be protected by the limits
of liability provision except he breaches an express agreement that the goods should be
carried under deck or commits the deck carriage with intension or recklessness. 497
Compared to the NMCs and CMC, the Rotterdam Rules tolerant more deck carriages. In
addition, the Rotterdam Rules explicitly provide that the carrier is also liable for delay in
delivery caused by not permitted deck carriage.498 As for burden of proof issue, it is for the
carrier to show that the loss or damage was caused by the special risks of deck carriage of
the goods in question.499
7.3 Carrier’s Liability for Live Animals
Live animals are excluded by the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules but regulated by the Hamburg
Rules.500 Pursuant to Article 5(5) of the Hamburg Rules, if the carrier proves that he has
complied with any special instructions given to him by the shipper with respect to the live
animals, he is not liable for loss, damage or delay resulting from any special risks inherent
in their carriage. All of the NMC, CMC and Rotterdam Rules provide specific rules for
carrier’s special obligation and liability for carriage of live animals.
7.3.1 Nordic Maritime Codes
According to the NMCs, the carrier is not liable for loss or damage to live animals if: (a)
he can prove that he has complied with any special instructions given to him; and (b) the
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loss or damage is resulted from any special risks inherent in such carriage.501 Although it
looks like a rule adopted from the Hamburg Rules, it actually reflects the Hague Rules
ideas that the carrier is not liable for loss of or damage to the goods due to their inherent
vice or due to the act or omission of the shipper.502 But the additional burden of proof rule
is an influence of the Hamburg Rules.503 It is the carrier who needs to prove that he have
complied with any special instructions given to him as regard to carrying the live animals
and the loss or damage is caused by inherent risk of this carriage. 504 Only a probable
causation is enough for this purpose. 505 Different with unreasonable deviation and
unauthorized deck carriage, in carriage of live animal the carrier will not lose any defense
or limitation of liability provided under the NMCs even if the loss or damage is resulted
from his failure to follow any special instruction given to him.
7.3.2 Chinese Maritime Code
The concept of ‘goods’ expressly includes live animals under the CMC.506 Similar rules
with the NMCs are provided that the carrier is not liable for the loss of or damage to the
live animals arising or resulting from the special risks inherent in such carriage providing
he can prove that (a) he has fulfilled the special requirements of the shipper with regard to
the carriage of the live animals, and (b) under the circumstances of the sea carriage the loss
or damage has occurred due to the special risks inherent.507 Additionally, if the carrier fails
to follow the special instruction given to him, the general fault based liability rules
including exemptions and limitations will apply to decide his liability and he is not
exposed to stricter liability as for such carriage of live animals.508
7.3.3 The Rotterdam Rules
The Rotterdam Rules permit contracting parties to exclude or limit the obligations or the
liabilities of the carrier if the goods are live animals.509 And this freedom is not subject to
Article 79 which is about restriction to the parties’ freedom of contract.510 However, any
such exclusion or limitation is not effective if the cargo claimant provides that the loss of
or damage to the goods or delay in delivery resulted from an act or omission of the carrier
501
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or of a person for whom the carrier is responsible and done with intention or
recklessness.511 In fact the Rotterdam Rules hold a different attitude towards carriage of
live animals with the NMCs and CMC.512 The NMCs and CMC focus on regulating the
liability of the carrier on this issue while the Rotterdam Rules actually grant the contracting
parties more freedom of contract and give the carrier more possibilities to exclude or limit
his obligations and liabilities. 513 Moreover, carrier’s liability for delay in delivery is
expressly included in the provision of the Rotterdam Rules regarding carriage of live
animals.514
7.4 Sub-Conclusion
Under the NMCs deviation is related to carrier’s obligation of ‘due dispatch’ of goods.
Deviation in order to rescue persons or reasonable deviation to salvage ships or other
property at sea are permitted by the NMCs, otherwise the merely fact of an unreasonable
deviation may lead to the carrier’s liability and loss of his rights concerning exemptions
and limitations to the liability. The CMC explicitly establishes carrier’s obligation of direct
route, but except for indirectly exempt carrier from liability for deviation in saving or
attempting to save life or property at sea or any other reasonable deviation, it does not
provide legal consequences for unreasonable deviation. Thus the carrier’s rights to
exceptions and limitations of liability provided by the CMC are decided by Chinese
Contract Law, according to which the question that whether the deviation is ‘so serious
that making realization of the aim of the contract impossible’ is crucial. The Rotterdam
Rules provide neither definition nor legal consequences for deviation but leave them to
national laws. Nevertheless, no matter how deviation is treated in national stipulations, the
carrier can retain rights to invoke any defense or limitation provided by the Rotterdam
Rules.
Both the NMCs and CMC follow the Hamburg Rules to permit several kinds of deck
carriages. Two major differences between them are: firstly, comparing with the NMCs,
when the deck carriage is in accordance with an agreement between the contracting parties,
the CMC does not require such agreement to be stated in the transport document.
Secondly, the NMCs provide that the carrier will be deemed to lose his right of limitation
511
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to his liability if he has committed a deck carriage in contrary with an agreement of not
carrying the goods on deck, while no similar rule is provided by the CMC and the carrier’s
right of limitation is decided in accordance with general rule. The Rotterdam Rules
recognize more types of deck carriages, especially adding the situation that in practice
goods are sometimes carried on deck for technical, operational, or commercial reasons.
Although carrier cannot avoid liability for loss of or damage to the goods or delay in
delivery resulting from the specific risks of such carriage in this additional situation,
compared to the NMCs and CMC, the carrier is no longer treated as behaving in contrary
to law thus can keep entitled with general exemptions and limitations to his liabilities.
Carrier’s liability for carriage of live animals is different with that for deviation and deck
carriage, as under both the NMCs and CMC carrier’s liability for carriage of live animals is
decided based on general fault liability system. However, burden of proof rule is different.
Both the NMCs and CMC require the carrier to prove he has followed special instructions
given to him and the loss of or damage to the goods is resulted from the special risks
contained in such carriage. The Rotterdam Rules give more freedom to the contracting
parties regarding carriage of live animals. The parties can even agree to exclude or limit
carrier’s obligations and liabilities notwithstanding the restrictions to freedom of contract.
Furthermore, different with the NMCs and CMC, carrier’s liability for delay in delivery is
explicitly imposed by the Rotterdam Rules for deviation, deck carriage and transport of
live animals. Based on the discussion of this Chapter, it can be said that the Rotterdam
Rules are actually more benefit for the carrier on these aspects. Carrier is more protected
for deviation and more freedom is entitled for deck carriage and transport of live animals.

8. Conclusion and Future Perspective of the Rotterdam Rules
The Rotterdam Rules introduce lots of alternatives compared with the NMCs and CMC
with regard to carrier’s mandatory obligations and liabilities. For instance, the carrier’s
period of liability has been extended, the time for the obligation of seaworthiness has been
prolonged, and the nautical error exemption has been deleted. These changes, although are
designed to meet the change of the industry practice, lead to the countries’ hesitation in
joining this new international Convention. Large shipping countries may think that the
carrier’s burden has been significantly increased by the Rotterdam Rules while cargo
interests countries may not prefer to the complicated burden of proof system and the
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omission of the ‘Vallescura Rule’515 which will increase the shipper’s burden in claiming
compensation. The prospective future of the Rotterdam Rules, in which modernized and
harmonized rules applying in international carriage of goods with a sea leg are established,
and the predictability and efficiency of international commercial transport operations are
improved, do not prevent fears that the timid progress towards an increase of the carrier’s
liability and limits of liability might lead to a fiasco similar to the result of the Hamburg
Rules.516 And if the Rotterdam Rules proved to be unsuccessful, the incorporation of a new
regime that has no real chance to contribute to the uniformity of law will most probably
generate more confusion in international commerce.517 Furthermore, as any change of law
may affect the development of the shipping industry and even the economic interests of the
country, it takes time for each country to carefully assess every alternative brought by the
Rotterdam Rules before deciding whether to sign and ratify it. Moreover, the acceptance
process becomes more complicated due to political considerations and the varying power
of each country in the field of shipping industry. Thus nowadays a unified attitude towards
the Rotterdam Rules hasn’t been reached yet.
8.1 Nordic Point of View
NMCs basically follow the Hague-Visby Rules as Nordic countries are Contracting States
to this international Convention. This also means that the Rotterdam Rules bring lots of
alternatives to current NMCs. Although Nordic countries historically cooperated closely
not only in international Convention negotiating process, but also in later transformation of
Conventions into national legislations, owing to the differences in the development of their
maritime industries, they are now holding different views to the Rotterdam Rules.518 On
the one side, Denmark, as one of the largest container operation country in the world,
seems to be the most receptive to the Rotterdam Rules among Nordic countries.519 The
Danish Maritime Law Committee has prepared a report and draw up a draft bill concerning
the amendment of the Danish Merchant Shipping Act regarding the Rotterdam Rules.520
And the purpose of these actions is, through the future ratification of the Rotterdam Rules
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in Denmark, to help bring about the enforcement of this new Convention. 521 Norway,
which also remains a large ship owning country, although not as active as Denmark, has
gradually accepted this new Convention. 522 The Norwegian Maritime Law Commission
has recommended that, when USA and large US States have ratified this new Convention,
Norway should ratify the Rotterdam Rules in order to secure and promote a uniform legal
regulation of carriage of goods internationally.523 On the other side, Finland and Sweden
have been more cautious with the Rotterdam Rules because they are presently rather
insignificant merchant fleets’ countries. 524 Thus nowadays when talking about Nordic
countries’ attitude towards the Rotterdam Rules, they may not uphold a common
approach.
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However, the Nordic countries are still following their tradition of

cooperating in legislation area, such as participating in international Convention work and
collaborating in national legislations among various state bodies and among private
organizations.526 In addition, the cooperation is more extensive in academic research and
education area.527 Some people are still optimistic about the future cooperation between
Nordic countries in transforming the Rotterdam Rules into national legislations if this
Convention will be successfully accepted by international community.528
8.2 Chinese Point of View
The more onerous liability imposed by the Rotterdam Rules on the carrier will definitely
lead challenges to Chinese shipping industry. As a large shipping country and trading
country, China has the largest port throughput among the world during the last five
years. 529 China has many big shipping companies such as COSCO, China Shipping,
Sinotrans, etc. However, there are also a huge amount of medium and small shipping
companies in China. The vessels owned by these medium or small shipping companies are
not adequately equipped in terms of technical developments.
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performance of Chinese crews regarding technical know-how, and standard of seamanship
with respect to maritime safety and protection of marine environment, are all in need of
vastly improvement.531 The extended period for carrier’s obligation of seaworthiness and
deletion of nautical error exemption are major disadvantages for these Chinese shipping
companies. If China joins the Rotterdam Rules, it may improve the competitive abilities of
some big shipping companies as they are professional and well equipped in ship condition
and personnel, but the benefits of these medium and small shipping companies will be
sacrificed. 532 Moreover, the complicated burden of proof rules established by the
Rotterdam Rules may lead to the increase of costs in maritime litigations and arbitrations
which cannot be afforded by these medium and small shipping companies. The possible
result that large amount of medium and small shipping companies go bankrupt may in turn
lead to the increase of the unemployment rate. This is neither a future anticipated by the
shipping industry nor a result expected by the Chinese government.
Nevertheless, in contrary with current CMC which is a machinery adoption of existing
international legal instruments, China has actively participated in the negotiation progress
of the Rotterdam Rules.533 This means that on the one hand, the requirements of Chinese
shipping industry have been heard and considered during the drafting progress, and on the
other hand, the legislative background and rationale behind these stipulations introduced
by the Rotterdam Rules have been more understood by China. In addition, as can be seen
from the discussion of this thesis, the CMC has some obvious defects and been regarded as
out of date for the modern shipping industry. The acceptance of the Rotterdam Rules may
be considered as an opportunity for China to update its maritime code and to make it in
line with international legislations. As for the shipping industry, in order to meet the
increasingly fierce competitions, both the technical condition of ships and education level
of ship crews are needed to be improved even without considering the Rotterdam Rules.534
Furthermore, according to Article 269 of the CMC, the parties to a carriage contract may
choose the law applicable to such contract. And if the parties to a contract have not made a
choice, the law of the country having the closest connection with the contract shall apply.
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Thus even if China refuse joining the new Convention, the Rotterdam Rules may be
passively applicable in China if the contracting parties have made such choice, or any
country who has close trade relationship with China, such as US, has joined the Rotterdam
Rules and according to the carriage contract the law of this country should apply. Thus
generally speaking, although worrying about the possible disadvantages that will be
brought by the Rotterdam Rules, most of people believe that China will finally accede to
this new Convention in a proper time.535
8.3 Future Perspective of the Rotterdam Rules
It can be concluded that many differences exist between the NMCs, CMC and the
Rotterdam Rules with respect to the carrier’s mandatory obligations and liabilities. On the
one hand, in a contract for international carriage of goods by sea between Nordic countries
and China, the carrier may be exposed to different obligations and liabilities according to
different applicable maritime codes. These conflicts and differences reveal the need of
further harmonization of law in the field of international sea carriage. On the other hand, as
carrier’s mandatory obligations and liabilities are significant for the development of
shipping industry, export and import industry and even for banks financing such
transactions,
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when considering whether to join the Rotterdam Rules, prudent

considerations are necessary for both the Nordic countries and China.
It seems that at this moment it is not easy to predict whether all of the Nordic countries and
China will eventually accept the Rotterdam Rules. However, it is obvious that the
diversities existing between the NMCs and CMC are disadvantages for the future
development of international trade and transportation of goods between Nordic countries
and China. Additionally, with the development of shipping industry, the defects and
weaknesses of the NMCs and CMC will become more and more obvious and indeed in
need of updating and modification. Although not perfect and never satisfy the interest of
every state, the Rotterdam Rules is the result of ten years hard work of international
society.537 Delegations from both Nordic countries and China have actively participated in
the drafting progress and devote their contributions to the birth of this new Convention. If
it is proved to be not successful, as the lack of uniformity largely due to the fact that the
legal regime governing the carriage of goods by sea is connected to a variety of
stockholders’ interests which are not easy to reconcile, it may take much longer time for
535
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the international community to produce another legislation in this field.538 The diversities
between the Nordic maritime law and Chinese maritime law will even increase as different
solutions may be adopted to deal with new emerging problems from the shipping industry.
Thus as for my opinion, Nordic countries and China, after deliberately considerations, may
both eventually take positive attitudes towards the Rotterdam Rules. Especially
considering current situation that the Denmark and Norway have already signed this
Convention and the European Parliament has been actively encouraging its Member States
to join it. 539 And the positive action of the US may affect the final decision of China
because of their close trade relationship.540 In turn, as major trade and shipping countries
among the world, if Nordic countries and China have accepted the Rotterdam Rules, other
countries may be more confident for the future of this Convention. If the Rotterdam Rules
can eventually manage to enter into force and achieve their initial goals, it must be a large
step forward in the development of international multimodal transport of goods, and also a
big achievement of international transport law.
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